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Preamble
The purpose of this Consensus Statement is to provide a stateof-the-art review of the field of catheter ablation of ventricular
tachycardia (VT), and to report the findings of a Task Force, convened by the European Heart Rhythm Association (EHRA) and
the Heart Rhythm Society (HRS) that was charged with defining
the indications, techniques, and outcomes of this procedure. This
statement summarizes the opinion of the Task Force members
based on their own experience in treating patients, as well as a
review of the literature. It is directed to all healthcare professionals who treat patients who are considered for catheter
ablation of VT. This statement is not intended to recommend
or promote catheter ablation of VT. Rather, the ultimate judgement regarding care of a particular patient must be made by
the healthcare provider and the patient with consideration of

the individual patient characteristics that impact on risks and
benefits of the therapy. In writing a ‘consensus’ document, it is
recognized that consensus does not mean that there was complete agreement among all Task Force members. We identified
those aspects of VT ablation for which a true ‘consensus’ could
be identified. Surveys of the entire Task Force were used to
identify these areas of consensus. For the purposes of this Consensus Document, we defined a consensus as 70% or greater
agreement by the members of this task force. One objective of
this document is to improve patient care by summarizing the
foundation of knowledge for those involved with catheter ablation of VT. All members of the Task Force, as well as peer
reviewers of the document, were asked to provide disclosure
statements of all relationships that might be perceived as real
or potential conflicts of interest. Disclosures for the members
of the task force are given in the Appendix section.
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the American College of Cardiology.
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I. Introduction
Catheter ablation is now an important option to control recurrent
ventricular tachycardias (VTs). The field has evolved rapidly and is a
work in progress. Ablation is often a sole therapy of VT in patients
without structural heart disease and is commonly combined with an
implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) and/or antiarrhythmic
therapy for scar-related VTs associated with structural heart disease.
As the field progresses, it is important that the medical profession play a significant role in critically evaluating therapies as
they are introduced and evolve. Rigorous and expert analysis of
the available data documenting indications, techniques, benefits
and risks, and outcomes can produce helpful guidance to
improve the effectiveness of care, optimize patient outcomes,
and identify areas for improvement and future research.

II. Ventricular tachycardia:
definitions, mechanisms, and
rationale for ablation
Definitions
Many terms have entered clinical usage to describe observations
during mapping and ablation of VT. There has been substantial variation in the use of some terms by different investigators. The committee felt that these terms should be standardized to facilitate
better understanding of methods, endpoints, and outcomes
across centres (Table 1 and Figure 1).1 – 4

Mechanisms and basis for catheter
ablation of ventricular tachycardia
Monomorphic VT can occur in individuals with or without structural
heart disease. The underlying heart disease and clinical characteristics

of the VT often suggest a potential mechanism and origin. Ventricular
tachycardias that are due to automaticity are expected to have a focal
origin, making them susceptible to ablation with discrete radiofrequency (RF) lesions.5 – 12 Triggered activity or automaticity are likely
causes of focal origin VTs, although small reentry circuits can often
not be excluded. Idiopathic outflow tract (OT)-VTs have a focal
origin. Relatively large reentry circuits are common in VT associated
with ventricular scar, such as prior infarction, but VT may appear
focal if the reentry circuit is small, or due to a focal endocardial breakthrough from an epicardial reentry circuit. Automaticity can occur in
some patients with ventricular scars.
Triggered activity and automaticity
Triggered activity arises from oscillations in membrane potential
during (early afterdepolarizations) or following (delayed afterdepolarizations) an action potential. Experimental evidence implicates
early afterdepolarizations in the initiation of polymorphic tachycardias in the long QT syndromes.13 However, the mechanism of the
premature ventricular beats targeted for ablation in these syndromes is unknown.14
Delayed afterdepolarizations can be caused by intracellular
calcium overload which activates the Naþ/Ca2þ exchanger resulting in the transient inward current Iti.1 – 4 Factors that increase
intracellular calcium include increases in heart rate, b-adrenergic
stimulation, and digitalis. b-Adrenergic effects are mediated
through a cAMP-induced increase in intracellular calcium and are
antagonized by adenosine, which effects a decrease in cAMP. Termination of idiopathic right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT)
tachycardias by an intravenous bolus of adenosine or infusion of
calcium channel blockers, or by vagotonic manoeuvres is consistent with triggered activity as the likely mechanism for some of
these tachycardias.3 These tachycardias can be difficult to induce
at electrophysiology (EP) testing; rapid burst pacing and/or isoproterenol infusion is often required. Aminophylline, calcium infusion,
and atropine may also be useful.15
Less commonly, focal VT may be due to automaticity that is provoked by adrenergic stimulation that is not triggered.1,15 This type
of VT may become incessant under stress or during isoproterenol
administration, but cannot be initiated or terminated by programmed electrical stimulation; it can sometimes be suppressed
by calcium channel blockers or b-blockers. In contrast to its
effects on triggered RVOT tachycardia, adenosine transiently suppresses the arrhythmia but does not terminate it.1,15 Automaticity
from damaged Purkinje fibres has been suggested as a mechanism
for some catecholamine-sensitive, focal origin VTs.16,17 Whether
these VTs are due to abnormal automaticity, originating from partially depolarized myocytes, as has been shown for VTs during the
early phase of myocardial infarction (MI), is not clear.
Although automaticity is often associated as a mechanism of VT
in the absence of overt structural heart disease, disease processes
that diminish cell-to-cell coupling are likely to facilitate automaticity.18,19 Automatic VTs can occur in structural heart disease,17
and automatic premature beats may initiate reentrant VTs.
Scar-related reentry
The majority of sustained monomorphic VTs (SMVTs) in patients
with structural heart disease are due to reentry associated with
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Table 1 Definitions
Clinical characteristics
Clinical ventricular tachycardia (VT): VT that has occurred spontaneously based on analysis of 12-lead ECG QRS morphology and rate. There are many
potential problems and assumptions with this designation as it is applied to inducible VT in the electrophysiology laboratory (see Endpoints for ablation
section).
Haemodynamically unstable VT causes haemodynamic compromise requiring prompt termination.
Idiopathic VT is a term that has been used to indicate VT that is known to occur in the absence of clinically apparent structural heart disease.
Idioventricular rhythm is three or more consecutive beats at a rate of ,100/min that originate from the ventricles independent of atrial or AV nodal
conduction.
Incessant VT is continuous sustained VT that recurs promptly despite repeated intervention for termination over several hours.
Non-clinical VT is a term that has been used to indicate a VT induced by programmed ventricular stimulation that has not been documented previously.
This term is problematic because some VTs that have not been previously observed will occur spontaneously.262 It is recommended that this term can
be avoided. Induced VTs with a QRS morphology that has not been previously observed should be referred to as ‘undocumented VT morphology’.
Non-sustained VT terminates spontaneously within 30 s.
Presumptive clinical VT is similar to a spontaneous VT based on rate and ECG or electrogram data available from ICD interrogation, but without the
12-lead ECG documentation of either the induced or spontaneous VT.
Repetitive monomorphic VT: continuously repeating episodes of self-terminating non-sustained VT.378,462
Sustained VT: continuous VT for 30 s or that requires an intervention for termination (such as cardioversion).
Ventricular tachycardia: a tachycardia (rate .100/min) with three or more consecutive beats that originates from the ventricles independent of atrial or
AV nodal conduction.
VT storm is considered three or more separate episodes of sustained VT within 24 h, each requiring termination by an intervention.262,463
VT morphologies
Monomorphic VT has a similar QRS configuration from beat to beat (Figure 1A). Some variability in QRS morphology at initiation is not uncommon,
followed by stabilization of the QRS morphology.
Multiple monomorphic VTs: refers to more than one morphologically distinct monomorphic VT, occurring as different episodes or induced at different
times.
Polymorphic VT has a continuously changing QRS configuration from beat to beat indicating a changing ventricular activation sequence (Figure 1C).
Pleomorphic VT has more than one morphologically distinct QRS complex occurring during the same episode of VT, but the QRS is not continuously
changing (Figure 1B).
Right and left bundle branch block-like—VT configurations: terms used to describe the dominant deflection in V1, with a dominant R-wave described
as ‘right bundle branch block-like’ and a dominant S-wave as ‘left bundle branch block-like’ configurations. This terminology is potentially misleading as
the VT may not show features characteristic of the same bundle branch block-like morphology in other leads.
Unmappable VT does not allow interrogation of multiple sites to define the activation sequence or perform entrainment mapping; this may be due to:
haemodynamic intolerance that necessitates immediate VT termination, spontaneous or pacing-induced transition to other morphologies of VT, or
repeated termination during mapping.
Ventricular flutter is a term that has been applied to rapid VT that has a sinusoidal QRS configuration that prevents identification of the QRS morphology.
It is preferable to avoid this term, in favour of monomorphic VT with indeterminant QRS morphology.
Mechanisms
Scar-related reentry describes arrhythmias that have characteristics of reentry and originates from an area of myocardial scar identified from electrogram
characteristics or myocardial imaging. Large reentry circuits that can be defined over several centimetres are commonly referred to as ‘macroreentry’.
Focal VT has a point source of earliest ventricular activation with a spread of activation away in all directions from that site. The mechanism can be
automaticity, triggered activity, or microreentry.

areas of scar, designated as scar-related reentry (Table 1). Evidence
supporting reentry includes initiation and termination by programmed stimulation (although this does not exclude triggered
activity), demonstrable entrainment or resetting with fusion, and
continuous electrical activity that cannot be dissociated from VT
by extrastimuli. Myocardial scar is identified from: low-voltage
regions on ventricular voltage maps, areas with fractionated electrograms, unexcitability during pace mapping, evidence of scar on
myocardial imaging, or from an area of known surgical incision.
Prior MI is the most common cause, but scar-related VT also
occurs in other myocardial diseases including arrhythmogenic
right ventricular cardiomyopathy (ARVC), sarcoidosis, Chagas’
disease, dilated cardiomyopathy, and after cardiac surgery for

congenital heart disease (particularly Tetralogy of Fallot) or valve
replacement.20 – 30
The substrate supporting scar-related reentry is characterized
by (i) regions of slow conduction, (ii) unidirectional conduction
block at some point in the reentry path that allows initiation of
reentry, and (iii) areas of conduction block that often define
parts of the reentry path.31 – 34 Ventricular tachycardia after MI
has been extensively studied in canine models and in humans.35 – 41
Reentry occurs through surviving muscle bundles, commonly
located in the subendocardium, but that can also occur in the midmyocardium and epicardium. There is evidence of ongoing ion
channel remodelling within scar, at least early after MI, resulting
in regional reductions in INa and ICa, 42 although late after infarction
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Figure 1 Monomorphic (A), pleomorphic (B) and polymorphic (C ) VTs.

action potential characteristics of surviving myocytes can be near
normal.35 Coupling between myocyte bundles and myocytes is
reduced by increased collagen and connective tissue, diminished
gap junction density, and alterations in gap junction distribution,
composition, and function.43 Surviving fibres can be connected
side to side in regions where the collagenous sheathes are interrupted, resulting in a zig-zag pattern of transverse conduction
along a pathway lengthened by branching and merging bundles of
surviving myocytes.34,35,44,45 The pattern of fibrosis may be important in determining the degree of conduction delay; patchy fibrosis
between strands of surviving muscle produces greater delay than
diffuse fibrosis.31,46 These aspects of scar remodelling contribute
to the formation of channels and regions where conduction time
is prolonged, facilitating reentry.47
Unidirectional conduction block may occur after a properly
timed extra-beat and is probably functional rather than fixed in
most instances (see below).38,48,49 Regions of conduction block
can be anatomically fixed such that they are present during tachycardia and sinus rhythm; dense, non-excitable fibrosis or valve
annuli create these types of anatomical boundaries for reentry

(Figure 2).50 – 53 Alternatively, conduction block can be functional
and present only during tachycardia when the refractory period
of the tissue exceeds the tachycardia cycle length, or is maintained
by collision of excitation waves (Figure 2D).33,38,48,49,54 Functional
conduction block can occur in figure of eight type of reentry
circuits.40,45,55,60
Many reentry circuits contain a protected isthmus or channel of
variable length, isolated by arcs of conduction block.30,35,54 – 64
Depolarization of the small mass of tissue in a channel is not detectable in the body surface ECG; thus catheter-recorded electrograms
in this region are manifest during ‘electrical diastole’ between QRS
complexes. At the exit from the channel, the wavefront propagates
across the ventricles establishing the QRS complex. To return to the
entrance to the channel, the reentry wavefront may propagate along
the border of the scar in an outer loop or may propagate through
the scar in an inner loop. Multiple potential loops may be present.
There are a variety of potential reentry circuit configurations and
locations that vary from patient to patient.33,54,56 – 58 Often VT
isthmus sites span a few centimetres at the border zone of
scars.54,56,58,59 Larger macroreentry circuits spanning several
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Figure 2 Theoretical reentry circuits related to an inferior wall infarct scar are shown. (A) A large inferior wall infarct designated by the
dashed line and shaded border zone. Areas of dense fibrosis define an isthmus along the mitral annulus. A large reentry circuit uses this
isthmus and exits at the lateral aspect of the scar. An outer loop propagates along the border to re-enter the isthmus at the medial aspect.
Note that this circuit could potentially revolve in the opposite direction as well (not shown) producing VT with a different QRS morphology.
Bystander regions are present as well. (B) The anatomic basis of slow conduction that facilitates reentry is shown. Fibrosis (dark bands) separates muscle bundles creates circuitous paths for conduction. Electrograms from these regions have a fractionated appearance indicating asynchronous activation of myocyte bundles. (C) The effect of ablation (Abl) at the exit for the VT. VT – 1 is interrupted but other potential reentry
paths are present that can allow other VTs. (D) A functionally defined figure-eight type of reentry circuit, in which the central isthmus is defined
by functional block (dashed lines).

centimetres can also be encountered.54,57,58 In cardiomyopathies
and inferior wall infarcts, reentry circuits are often located adjacent
to a valve annulus, suggesting that the valve annulus often helps to
define a reentry path.54,55,60,61,66
Multiple VT morphologies are usually inducible in the same
patient, often related to multiple reentry circuits. Two different
reentry circuits may share the same exit with functional block
changing the QRS morphology, may have the same or similar
common isthmus with a different exit, or may have two different
isthmuses in different areas of the same scar or in different scars
(Figure 2).55,56,58,62 The presence of multiple potential reentry
circuit paths and the anatomic complexity of scars that support
reentry complicate mapping and ablation. It can be difficult to distinguish bystander regions that are not part of the reentry circuit
from a critical isthmus.30,63 A bystander region for one VT may
participate in a different VT (Figure 2). Further complicating
assessment is the potential three-dimensional configuration of
circuits, which can involve the endocardium, epicardium, or
mid-myocardium.33,35,38,56

It is possible that other reentry mechanisms cause some VTs.
Spiral wave reentry can be induced in excitable tissue in the
absence of tissue discontinuities and could cause ventricular fibrillation (VF) or polymorphic VT (PMVT); anchoring to a discontinuity or region of slow conduction could theoretically cause
monomorphic VT.34,64 Whether this type of functional reentry
causes VT in humans and whether it would be susceptible to ablation is not known.

Reentry in the Purkinje system
Reentry within the Purkinje fibres and the specialized conduction
system causes 5% of all SMVTs encountered in patients undergoing catheter ablation. Macroreentry through the bundle
branches occurs in patients with slowed conduction through the
His-Purkinje system and is usually associated with severe left ventricular (LV) dysfunction due to dilated cardiomyopathy, valvular
heart disease, and less often ischaemic heart disease (see
below).65,67,68,70
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Left ventricular intrafascicular verapamil-sensitive VT occurs in
patients without structural heart disease. The mechanism is
reentry that appears to involve a portion of the LV Purkinje
fibres, most often in the region of the left posterior fascicle,
giving rise to a characteristic right bundle branch block (RBBB)
superior axis QRS configuration and a QRS duration that is only
slightly prolonged.69,70

Electrophysiological basis for catheter
ablation
The mechanism of VT is a key determinant for selection of mapping
strategies to identify ablation target sites. For idiopathic VT, the focal
origin or critical portion of the reentry path is usually contained in a
very small area such that discrete lesions can abolish VT; therefore,
mapping targets a precise region. For scar-related VTs, ablation is
aimed at transecting the critical VT isthmus. Ventricular tachycardia
isthmuses may be narrow, allowing a discrete lesion to abolish VT,
or broad, requiring larger ablation areas. In addition, in patients
with unmappable VTs and multiple VTs, larger ablation areas targeting putative critical reentry sites, often in or near the border zone of
scars, are often employed. In post-MI VT, most reentry circuit isthmuses
can
be
transected
using
an
endocardial
approach.50,52,54,57,59,62,71 – 73 However, critical reentry circuit sites
are intramural or subepicardial in some patients; these locations
are common in some cardiomypathies.71,74,75
In Purkinje reentry VT, specialized conduction fibres that are
part of the reentry path are targeted for ablation.17,65,67,68

III. Indications for catheter
ablation of ventricular tachycardia
Selection of catheter ablation for an individual patient should consider risks and benefits that are determined by patient characteristics, as well as the availability of appropriate facilities with
technical expertise. In patients with structural heart disease, episodes of sustained VT are a marker for increased mortality and
reduce quality of life in patients who have implanted defibrillators
and structural heart disease.76 – 80 Antiarrhythmic medications can
reduce the frequency of ICD therapies, but have disappointing efficacy and side effects.81 – 83 Advances in technology and understanding of VT substrates now allow ablation of multiple and unstable
VTs with acceptable safety and efficacy, even in patients with
advanced heart disease. In the past, ablation was often not considered until pharmacological options had been exhausted, often
after the patient had suffered substantial morbidity from recurrent
episodes of VT and ICD shocks. There was consensus among the
task force members that catheter ablation for VT should generally
be considered early in the treatment of patients with recurrent VT.
General recommendations for the use of catheter ablation are
summarized in Table 2. More detailed information regarding risks
and benefits for specific types of VT and in specific types of
heart disease is provided in sections below. It should be recognized
that the database for these consensus recommendations consists
largely of uncontrolled trials and single-centre reports as summarized in the discussion of individual diseases below.
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Table 2 Indications for catheter ablation of ventricular
tachycardia
Patients with structural heart disease (including prior MI, dilated
cardiomyopathy, ARVC/D)
Catheter ablation of VT is recommended
1. for symptomatic sustained monomorphic VT (SMVT),
including VT terminated by an ICD, that recurs despite
antiarrhythmic drug therapy or when antiarrhythmic drugs are
not tolerated or not desired;a
2. for control of incessant SMVT or VT storm that is not due to a
transient reversible cause;
3. for patients with frequent PVCs, NSVTs, or VT that is
presumed to cause ventricular dysfunction;
4. for bundle branch reentrant or interfascicular VTs;
5. for recurrent sustained polymorphic VT and VF that is
refractory to antiarrhythmic therapy when there is a
suspected trigger that can be targeted for ablation.
Catheter ablation should be considered
1. in patients who have one or more episodes of SMVT
despite therapy with one of more Class I or III antiarrhythmic
drugs;a
2. in patients with recurrent SMVT due to prior MI who have
LV ejection fraction .0.30 and expectation for 1 year of
survival, and is an acceptable alternative to amiodarone
therapy;a
3. in patients with haemodynamically tolerated SMVT due to
prior MI who have reasonably preserved LV ejection fraction
(.0.35) even if they have not failed antiarrhythmic drug
therapy.a
Patients without structural heart disease
Catheter ablation of VT is recommended for patients with idiopathic VT
1. for monomorphic VT that is causing severe symptoms.
2. for monomorphic VT when antiarrhythmic drugs are not
effective, not tolerated, or not desired.
3. for recurrent sustained polymorphic VT and VF (electrical
storm) that is refractory to antiarrhythmic therapy when there
is a suspected trigger that can be targeted for ablation.
VT catheter ablation is contra-indicated
1. in the presence of a mobile ventricular thrombus (epicardial
ablation may be considered);
2. for asymptomatic PVCs and/or NSVT that are not suspected
of causing or contributing to ventricular dysfunction;
3. for VT due to transient, reversible causes, such as acute
ischaemia, hyperkalaemia, or drug-induced torsade de pointes.
ARVC/D, arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy/dysplasia;
ICD, implantable cardioverter defibrillator; MI, myocardial infarction;
VT, ventricular tachycardia; VF, ventricular fibrillation.
a
This recommendation for ablation stands regardless of whether VT is stable or
unstable, or multiple VTs are present.

IV. Technical aspects
Technologies for mapping and ablation
Technological advances have been critical to the development of
the field and will continue to play an important role in improving
outcomes. The evaluation of new technologies has generally
been based on uncontrolled series. There is limited head-to-head
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comparison of different technologies. Although new technologies
generally increase the cost of a procedure when they are introduced, the costs may be justified if they improve outcomes.
The process of evaluation and adoption of new technologies for
clinical practice varies from country to country. In this document,
the assessment of technologies is based on review of the literature
and consensus of the task force. Individual technologies may not
have been approved specifically for catheter ablation of VT. It is
important for the electrophysiologist performing these procedures
to recognize the value and limitations of each mapping system for
their effective use. As the field continues to evolve, adoption of
new technologies should be based on well-designed clinical trials.

Mapping systems
Mapping systems that create chamber geometry and display the
ablation catheter position are often helpful in ablation of VT in
structural heart disease and can be useful in selected patients
with idiopathic VT.
Electroanatomic mapping systems
Electroanatomic mapping (EAM) refers to point by point contact
mapping combined with the ability to display the location of
each mapping point in three-dimensional space. This provides the
opportunity to record intracardiac electrical activation in relation
to anatomical location in a cardiac chamber of interest. Electroanatomic mapping systems integrate three main functions: (i) nonfluoroscopic localization of the ablation catheter within the
heart; (ii) display of electrogram characteristics, most commonly
activation time or voltage, in relation to anatomic position; and
(iii) integration of electroanatomic information with threedimensional images of the heart obtained from point by point
sampling, intracardiac ultrasound, computed tomography (CT),
or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
In patients with scar-related VTs, EAM systems are useful. In
patients with idiopathic VTs, EAM systems can be useful, but are
not required and are utilized by approximately half of the task
force members.
One system utilizes low-level electromagnetic fields emanating
from three separate coils beneath the patient that are measured
from a location sensor embedded in the tip of the mapping catheter.84 This allows a three-dimensional reconstruction of the
chamber of interest and colour-coded display of various electrophysiological parameters for endocardial or epicardial
mapping.54,73,85 – 87 An alternative technology determines electrode position based on the measurement of a high-frequency
current emitted by three pairs of orthogonally placed skin
patches.62,88,89 Recently, intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) has
been incorporated into EAM.90 The ICE probe, equipped with a
location sensor and tracked by the mapping system, allows reconstruction of a three-dimensional shell of the chambers of interest
before mapping and may help define irregular anatomic features,
such as papillary muscles.90
The ability to continuously monitor catheter position without
fluoroscopy is expected to reduce fluoroscopy exposure. Electroanatomic mapping systems allow activation mapping that has been
used to support catheter ablation of idiopathic focal and reentrant
VTs originating in the RV or LV, and/or aortic cusps.91 – 94
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Electroanatomic mapping systems are used extensively in patients
with VTs due to structural heart disease.28,53,54,59,73,85 – 87,95 – 107
Often the system is used without performing detailed activation
maps, but to obtain an anatomical shell and enable annotation of
mapping points of interest, as may be determined based on
entrainment mapping or pace mapping. Combining anatomy with
plots of electrogram amplitude in ‘voltage maps’ helps identify
areas of ventricular scar, an innovation that was important for
the development of substrate mapping (see below).73
There are a number of limitations of these systems. Cardiac and
respiratory motion reduce anatomic accuracy. Patient movement
relative to the location signal or reference sources invalidates
the anatomic maps and can be a major problem when procedures
are done with sedation rather than general anaesthesia. Algorithms
for anatomic reconstruction differ between systems and likely have
different weaknesses. Data are acquired point by point, such that a
stable tachycardia or haemodynamic support is usually required for
the definition of a complete activation sequence. Point by point
mapping is a tedious process that requires considerable skill with
catheter manipulation. Incorporation of multiple mapping catheters
and electrodes may facilitate spatial sampling.108,109
Multielectrode arrays
Mapping systems that allow for multielectrode mapping are an
alternative to point by point sampling that can facilitate reconstruction of the activation sequence and identification of abnormal
areas. There are currently two different strategies that allow multielectrode mapping.
A basket-shaped catheter composed of multiple thin splines,
each of which has multiple electrodes distributed throughout the
length of the spline that can be advanced through a long introducer
sheath into the ventricle, has been described.110,111 In addition to
recording the activation sequence, pace mapping can be performed
through the electrodes that are in contact with the endocardium.112 Limitations include mechanical trauma that can terminate
VT or induce ectopic beats, incomplete, irregular spatial sampling
because the splines do not deploy uniformly and some of the electrodes are often not in contact with myocardium. The splines may
interfere with manipulation of an ablation catheter. The potential
for clots to form on the splines necessitates careful attention to
anticoagulation during the procedure. Small case series and anecdotal reports describe their use to determine ventricular activation
sequence during sinus rhythm and during VT in patients with scarrelated VTs110,111 and to guide ablation of idiopathic RVOT
VT.112,113 Other multielectrode catheters are available, but have
not been evaluated for guiding VT ablation.108,109 These multielectrode arrays (MEAs) that allow contact mapping can be useful in
selected patients, but are generally not used by the task force
members.
A non-contact mapping system consists of a catheter with an MEA
of 64 unipolar electrodes over an inflatable balloon.114 – 116 The
MEA measures the potential generated by far-field electrograms
and also detects the location of a roving mapping catheter. Threedimensional endocardial geometry is created by dragging the
roving catheter around the ventricle. From the sampled far-field
potentials and the measured distance between the array and the
endocardium, an ‘inverse solution’ is calculated for the potentials
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at .3000 points on the endocardial surface to create ‘virtual unipolar electrograms’. The virtual electrograms agree with electrograms obtained by contact mapping provided that the
endocardial surface of interest is within 4 cm from the centre of
the MEA balloon.114,115,117
The system is best suited for activation mapping. In scar-related VTs,
an endocardial exit region is identified in .90% of cases, and a portion
of the diastolic pathway can be delineated in some.116,118,119 Because
single beat activation can be assessed, data can be acquired from nonsustained, poorly tolerated, or pleomorphic VTs.
An understanding of the limitations is important to avoid errors in
mapping and interpretation of mapping data. Care has to be taken to
confirm that the virtual electrogram is related to local activation and
not baseline drift or repolarization. Because accuracy decreases as
the distance between the MEA and endocardium increases, it
should be used with caution in large ventricles. Methods to detect
scar based on characteristics of virtual electrograms are under
investigation, but may be more difficult to achieve than with
contact mapping.117,120 – 122 Displacement of the MEA after creation
of endocardial geometry invalidates subsequent mapping data. At
present, detection and display of activation from two adjacent structures, such as the papillary muscle and subjacent myocardium, is problematic. The potential for thrombus formation on the MEA requires
careful attention to anticoagulation, maintaining an activated clotting
time (ACT) .300 s is recommended. The mapping sheath is 9F in
diameter; femoral haematomas and pseudoaneurysms are the
most frequently encountered complications.
Single-centre case series and case reports have shown that the
system can be used to guide catheter ablation of VT in patients
with idiopathic VT123 – 125 and scar-related VTs due to arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia (ARVD),126 congenital heart
disease,127 cardiomyopathy, and MI.116,118,119,128,129

Robotic navigation
Catheter-based ablation of VT places significant demands on the
skill and experience of the electrophysiologist. Remote, robotic
catheter manipulation seeks to achieve precise and stable catheter
navigation, reduced radiation exposure for patient and operator,
and shorter procedure times. This concept is appealing for the
operator, for whom it may reduce radiation exposure and the
chronic physical stress related to prolonged use of protective
lead aprons. Two technologies are available, a robotic controlled
sheath system130,131 and a magnetic navigation system that is combined with an EAM system.132 – 134 Neither is FDA-approved for
ablation of VT. The large diameter and relatively short reach of
the robotically controlled sheath limit applicability for ventricular
mapping and no clinical experience with VT ablation has been
published. Small case series reporting the use of the magnetic navigation system indicate that point by point mapping can be accomplished with very short fluoroscopy exposure times.113,135 – 137 At
present, studies are not available to demonstrate that either of
these systems shortens procedure times or improves efficacy or
safety of VT ablation. Such studies are needed to determine
their role in catheter ablation of VT and to justify their expense.
The present reported experience is not sufficient to form a conclusion as to the utility of these technologies for VT ablation.
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Imaging
An understanding of anatomy is important for mapping and ablation. There is increasing interest in cardiac imaging to identify anatomic correlates and obstacles to ablation of VT. There are no trial
data to show that sophisticated imaging improves ablation outcomes, but there is substantial experience with pre- and postprocedure echocardiographic imaging, which is widely accepted
in clinical practice.
Pre-procedural imaging is used to identify ventricular thrombi
that could increase the risk of endocardial mapping (see below),
and identify regions of wall motion abnormalities that may
contain the potential VT substrate. Because defining the presence
and severity of underlying heart disease is an important part of the
clinical evaluation of any patient with ventricular arrhythmias,
almost all patients should have some type of pre-procedural
imaging, such as echocardiography, ventriculography, nuclear
imaging, and/or MRI or CT imaging.
When scar-related VT is suspected, imaging can be used to
characterize the location/extent of the myocardial scar that is
likely to contain the VT substrate.97,138 – 140 Magnetic resonance
imaging using delayed Gd enhancement pulse sequences can be
used to identify scar with good spatial resolution. Magnetic resonance imaging is limited in the VT population because many patients
have implanted permanent pacemakers or defibrillators. Many
institutions prohibit the use of MRI in these patients, although feasibility of imaging with a 1.5 T magnet in patients with pacemakers or
defibrillators (after changing the pacing mode to either ‘demand’
only or ‘asynchronous’ for pacemaker-dependent patients, and disabling magnet response and tachyarrhythmia functions) has been
demonstrated.141 – 143 ‘Delayed enhancement’ CT imaging has
been investigated for visualizing scarred myocardium, but the
reproducibility and true sensitivity of this imaging modality are
still unclear.144,145 Positron emission tomography–CT (PET-CT)
can provide scar location information, albeit with less spatial accuracy than MRI.144,145 It is likely that further advances in imaging
technologies will allow more precise imaging of myocardial scar
in the future and further studies will be required to determine
their utility for facilitating VT ablation.146,147
Intracardiac echocardiography is increasingly employed during
procedures. It can be used to define three-dimensional ventricular
chamber geometries and to observe contact between the catheter
tip and underlying tissue that can be helpful during ablation on irregular structures such as papillary muscles.148 – 150 Intracardiac
echocardiography has been used to visualize the proximity of the
ablation catheter tip to an adjacent coronary artery when ablating
in the left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) or aortic valve cusps,
but requires skill and experience in obtaining and interpreting
ICE images.151,152 Coronary angiography to allow fluoroscopic
visualization of coronary anatomy is presently more commonly
employed for this purpose.
Another emerging intra-procedural imaging strategy is the incorporation of pre-acquired volumetric MRI, CT, or PET-CT images
into mapping systems to help to detect the arrhythmia substrate
as well as anatomic obstacles to ablation, such as epicardial
fat.145,147,153 The clinical value of these methods has not yet
been demonstrated.
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Post-procedural imaging is indicated when there is haemodynamic deterioration or instability. Most commonly, imaging
with transthoracic echocardiography is performed to assess the
presence of pericardial effusion and tamponade, valve injury, or
deterioration of ventricular function.

Energy sources for ablation
Radiofrequency energy is most commonly used for ablation and is
relatively simple and effective. Ablation of idiopathic VTs can often
be accomplished with relatively small lesions created by RF applied
to a solid electrode 4 or 5 mm in length. Ablation of scar-related
VTs can require ablation of large areas and regions deep to the
endocardium that is facilitated by the use of larger electrodes or
irrigated electrodes. There is consensus that irrigated RF electrodes are preferred for ablation of scar-related VT. There are no randomized trials comparing different RF ablation methods for VT
ablation. There is limited experience with other energy sources.
Standard radiofrequency ablation
Thermal injury produced by RF ablation is due to resistive heating
of tissue with some conductive heating of the surrounding
tissue.154 – 156 Permanent tissue injury occurs at temperatures
exceeding 498C. The RF electrode heats as a consequence of its
contact with the tissue. Heating is limited by coagulation of proteins on the electrode that occurs at electrode temperatures
exceeding 708C. Circulating blood cools the electrode such that
measured catheter electrode temperature is less than tissue temperature. Tissue heating is indicated by the increase in electrode
temperature and fall in measured impedance during ablation.
For endocardial ablation of idiopathic VT, standard solid 4 or
5 mm electrode RF ablation catheters are usually adequate. In
addition to RF power and duration, which are controlled by the
operator, the effectiveness of RF lesion creation depends on electrode –tissue contact and the extent of cooling from circulating
blood flow which are variable and not known by the operator.154 – 156 The optimal method of energy application has not
been defined and a variety of different approaches to energy titration can be successful. Energy applications should be titrated to
that required to eliminate the arrhythmia and to avoid excessive
tissue damage. Power of 30 –50 W is typically applied in the temperature control mode and titrated to an electrode temperature of
55–708C or an impedance fall of 10–15 ohm. Careful attention to
temperature, impedance, and power is important. Brisk heating at
low power (e.g. ,15 W) may indicate the location of the electrode in a low flow area and limited lesion creation, despite electrode heating. A brisk fall in impedance of .18 ohm may indicate
substantial tissue heating and may warrant a reduction in power to
avoid steam pops (see below), even though measured temperature
is ,608C.155,156
Compared with standard solid 4 or 5 mm length electrodes,
increasing ablation electrode size (typically to 8 or 10 mm)
allows greater energy delivery because the greater surface area
of the electrode increases electrode cooling from circulating
blood.155,156 Although this is relatively simple and avoids the
need for irrigation pumps, there are disadvantages of large electrodes. Greater power is required for lesion creation. There is a
greater disparity in temperatures across the surface of the large
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electrode such that hot regions can lead to coagulum formation
despite relatively low temperatures recorded from the electrode.
Increasing the size of the electrode reduces the spatial resolution
of mapping.
Irrigated radiofrequency ablation
Irrigation of the ablation electrode allows more power to be
applied before temperature increases to the point of coagulum formation, increasing the size of RF lesions that can be created and
facilitating interruption of scar-related ventricular reentry.157
Two different types of electrode irrigation are available. An
internal irrigation catheter circulates 5% dextrose solution at
room temperature in a closed loop through the tip electrode.
Open irrigation catheters infuse saline that emerges through
pores in the ablation electrode, cooling the electrode and providing some cooling of the tissue–electrode interface. There are no
trials directly comparing open vs. closed irrigation for RF ablation
of VT. In experimental preparations, external irrigation has a lower
risk of coagulum and thrombus formation, possibly due to more
effective electrode–tissue interface cooling, when compared
with internal irrigation.158 A low risk of coagulum formation with
open irrigation is supported by the absence of thromboembolic
complications in three multicentre trials involving 353
patients.102,105,106
External irrigation does result in intravascular saline administration, amounting to a median of 1 L of saline in a recent
trial,105 which can potentially cause pulmonary oedema. Careful
monitoring of fluid balance is required and a urinary catheter
and diuretic administration may be needed during the procedure.
Internal irrigation catheters or large tip catheters should be considered if intravascular volume administration will be difficult to
manage, as in patients with renal failure and/or severe heart
failure.
Electrode irrigation increases the disparity between tissue temperatures and temperatures recorded from within the electrode.158
If tissue temperatures exceed 1008C, an explosion of steam within
the tissue can occur often with an audible ‘pop’.158 These pops can
cause perforation.159 This risk may be greater in thin-walled structures such as the RV and atria. During ablation in areas of scar,
pops are usually not associated with perforation.159 Cardiac tamponade has been reported in 1% of patients in multicentre
trials.102,105,106,160 In animal models of atrial ablation, pops are
more likely to occur when electrode temperature exceeds 408C,
particularly if power is .40 W, and are often associated with
only a small impedance rise, dislocation of the catheter, and a
sudden drop in electrode temperature.161,162 It has also been
suggested that the risk of perforation is greater if the electrode
is oriented perpendicular to the tissue, rather than when it is parallel in orientation. In a retrospective study of RF ablation with
external irrigation at 30 mL/min for VT ablation, steam pops
occurred in 1.5% of 4107 RF ablation lesions.159 Tamponade
occurred following 1 of the 62 pops (2%); this RF application
was at the free wall of the RV. Applications with steam pops had
greater impedance falls (22 + 7 vs. 18 + 8 ohm) and greater
maximum power (45 + 5 vs. 43 + 6 W), but did not differ in
maximum catheter tip temperature (40 + 48C in both groups).
The magnitude of decrease in impedance during RF was the best
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predictor of a pop, with 80% of pops occurring after impedance
had decreased by .18 ohm.
The optimal parameters to guide power titration for irrigated RF
ablation are not completely defined. The greatest experience is
with the 3.5 mm electrode with external irrigation at 10 –25 mL/
min for power up to 30 W and 30 mL/min for power of
.30 W. For endocardial ablation, initiation of RF current at 30 –
35 W and increasing power to achieve an impedance fall of 10–
15 ohm while maintaining electrode temperature ,40– 458C is
reasonable. The method employed should also consider the risks
of ablation at the site. Lower power should be considered at
sites where perforation is a risk, such as the free wall of the RV
and within venous structures or in the great vessels.163,164 Other
irrigated RF systems are in development, and specific operating
parameters are likely to vary with a particular system.
Irrigation may be especially important for epicardial RF ablation.86,164 – 166 Although the risk of embolism due to char formation does not exist for epicardial ablation, the absence of
electrode cooling from circulating blood markedly limits energy
delivery. To increase the depth of epicardial lesion formation, irrigation is necessary. Internally irrigated catheters can be effective.
External irrigation infuses saline into the pericardium, necessitating
aspiration during the procedure (see below). The optimal infusion
rates for epicardial irrigated ablation have not yet been defined, but
successful ablation has been performed using irrigation at rates
ranging from 2 to 30 cc/min. Irrigation is not needed during
mapping.
Irrigated RF ablation has been reported in four multicentre trials
and is preferred for ablation of scar-related VT.86,102,105,106,160
Some task force members prefer external irrigation, with careful
power limitation and titration, for ablation of LV idiopathic VT in
the hope of reducing risk of thrombus, although this benefit is
not proven.
Other energy sources
Cryoablation catheters are available for clinical use, but there is no
compelling data that these catheters improve lesion depth over
irrigated RF ablation catheters. Animal data suggest that coronary
artery injury is less likely with cryoablation than RF ablation
when a coronary artery is close to the ablation target.167,168 Feasibility of cryoablation has been demonstrated in small case series
and reports in selected clinical situations such as during epicardial
ablation near a coronary artery or during ablation from within a
coronary vein (which is typically near a coronary artery) and in
children.164,169
Inability to create a sufficiently deep lesion to ablate VT is an
important cause of ablation failure and can occur when critical portions of the reentry circuit are intramural or epicardial, when epicardial access cannot be achieved. Animal studies have shown that
laser, ultrasound, microwave, or intramural irrigated needle RF
ablation can produce deep lesions (and the first three have been
employed for surgical ablation of VT), but they are not clinically
available for catheter ablation.170 – 175

Anticoagulation
Intravascular insertion and manipulation of catheters, creation of
ablation lesions, activation of coagulation factors, and potential
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disruption of atherosclerotic plaques contribute to a risk of
thromboembolism during and after catheter ablation.176,177 The
risk likely varies with the type and site of ablation, and patient
factors that influence the tendency for thromboembolism.
Patients with structural heart disease undergoing left heart
catheterization have a risk of stroke or thromboembolism of
1%.72,105,119,160,178 – 186 There are no data comparing different
approaches to anticoagulation before, during, or after the procedure. Antithrombotic measures are recommended for all procedures involving left heart catheterization.
Recommendations for anticoagulation
The guidelines for anticoagulation management187 should be followed if a patient has atrial fibrillation and cardioversion may
occur during the ablation procedure.
Right heart procedures that do not involve placement
of a catheter into the left ventricle or atrium
During the procedure, systemic anticoagulation with heparin is
not necessary unless other factors are present that increase
the risk for thromboembolic complications. Some laboratories
routinely anticoagulate with heparin due to concern for deep
venous thrombosis and pulmonary emboli. Anticoagulation
during the procedure may be considered, particularly for long
procedures, when multiple venous catheters or when extensive
ablation is required. Anticoagulation is warranted for patients
with a history of prior venous thromboemboli, and/or who
have known risk factors for thrombosis (e.g. Factor V Leiden)
or have right to left intracardiac shunts that pose a risk of
paradoxical embolism. Following the procedure, long-term
anticoagulation is not required. Some centres administer aspirin
75 –325 mg daily for 3 –12 weeks.
Left heart procedures in the absence of structural
heart disease
Anticoagulation therapy prior to the intervention is not required.
During the procedure, systemic anticoagulation with intravenous
heparin is recommended as for patients with structural heart
disease. Ventricular tachycardia in these patients is usually
ablated with a small number of focal lesions. After ablation, anticoagulation is not required. Some laboratories administer aspirin
75 –325 mg for 4 –8 weeks. Anticoagulation with warfarin may
be considered for patients who receive extensive areas of ablation
or who are at increased risk of thromboemboli.
Left heart procedures in patients with structural
heart disease
Imaging to assess the presence of an LV thrombus is warranted
prior to endocardial LV mapping. A mobile LV thrombus is a contraindication to LV endocardial mapping and ablation. Evidence of
laminated thrombus is not a contraindication to ablation; some laboratories prefer to anticoagulate with warfarin for 4– 6 weeks
prior to elective ablation when laminated thrombus is present.
Anticoagulation therapy is not generally necessary prior to the
ablation procedure, but is often warranted for other indications
in this patient population. Anticoagulation with warfarin may be
interrupted 3–5 days before the procedure. Bridging therapy
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with heparin or low-molecular-weight heparin is dictated by other
indications for anticoagulation.
Peri-procedure anticoagulation
After sheath insertion, systemic anticoagulation is warranted.
Anticoagulation regimens differ among centres. Some do not
administer heparin until it is determined that the aorta can be navigated with the ablation catheter, to preserve the option of performing transseptal access prior to anticoagulation if vascular
access is difficult. The potential use of percutaneous pericardial
access is also a consideration (see section on pericardial access).
For adults, iv heparin is commonly administered as an initial
bolus (empirical dose 5000–10 000 U or 50–100 U/kg) followed
by a continuous infusion or intermittent boluses (usually 1000–
1500 U/h) to maintain an ACT level of 250 s with periodic
measurement. Greater degrees of anticoagulation may be considered if long vascular sheaths are inserted into the ventricle by
retrograde aortic or transseptal approaches. Some electrode
arrays that may be thrombogenic require an ACT .300 s. Anticoagulation is not needed for epicardial mapping and ablation (see
below).
Immediate post-procedure anticoagulation
At the completion of the procedure, anticoagulation with heparin
or low molecular weight heparin may be instituted 4– 6 h after
haemostasis is achieved and continued for 12 –48 h or until the
target INR is reached when warfarin is administered.
Follow-up anticoagulation
During initial follow-up, anticoagulation is recommended with
aspirin (75 –325 mg daily) or warfarin for 6 –12 weeks. Following
extensive ablation over large areas (e.g. several centimetres), anticoagulation with warfarin rather than aspirin is reasonable. Determination of the anticoagulation regimen should consider the extent
of ablation, patient factors that influence the risk of thromboembolism, and the risks of anticoagulation. Anticoagulation regimens
have not been tested in trials and these regiments are based on
consensus. Some centres administer warfarin when LV function
is severely depressed. Anticoagulation is not required if only epicardial ablation is performed.

Sedation and analgesia
Mapping and ablation procedures are performed with variable
degrees of sedation and analgesia, which depend upon the
extent of the procedure and the condition and characteristics of
the patient. The purpose of sedation is to minimize anxiety and
awareness and to relieve any pain caused by the procedure. The
depth of sedation required ranges from minimal to deep and
may include general anaesthesia. Assessment of the risks for sedation and anaesthesia must be performed prior to the procedure in
order to preemptively plan for patient needs so that the progress
of the case is unimpeded. Consultation with an anaesthesiologist is
warranted for high-risk patients or those who are likely to require
deep sedation and/or general anaesthesia so that haemodynamic
stability and respiratory function are maintained at all times.
Sedation/analgesia needs to be administered by trained individuals
with concomitant monitoring of heart rate, blood pressure, and
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oxygen saturation.188,189 Capnography can be useful because it
provides an indication of respiration and cardiac function.188 – 190
Respiratory arrest may escape detection for 30 s or more when
only arterial O2 saturation is monitored.
The level of training required to safely administer intravenous
sedation and analgesia has been outlined by the American
Society of Anesthesiologists.188 Personnel must also meet institutional requirements that vary among centres.
Either conscious sedation or general anaesthesia may be used.
The best sedation strategy for an individual patient is dependent
upon patient age, associated co-morbidities, and targeted arrhythmias. In adults, short-acting benzodiazepines and opioid analgesics
are often sufficient to achieve the level of sedation/analgesia
necessary to perform a mapping and ablation procedure. Supplementation with short-acting intravenous general anaesthetic
agents such as propofol, ketamine, or etomidate may also be
helpful. General anaesthesia provides more complete relief of discomfort and has the advantage of avoiding patient movement,
thereby facilitating the process of vascular access, epicardial
access, and catheter manipulation and ablation. Manipulation of
the ventilator cycle may also help to minimize catheter movement
during ablation. Placement of an oral airway by a trained anaesthesiologist or supervised registered nurse can also be helpful in reducing respiratory motion in sedated patients.
General anaesthesia is usually required for ablation procedures
in children. It is also a safe alternative in adults at risk for airway
obstruction, other respiratory compromise and haemodynamic
instability, or in high-risk patients with other major co-morbidities.
A major disadvantage of general anaesthesia is the potential for
suppressing VT inducibility. It is desirable to avoid general anaesthesia and deeper levels of sedation in patients with
catecholamine-sensitive VTs, particularly if VT was not inducible
at a prior procedure. In children, propofol and isofurane do not
interfere with inducibility of common supraventricular reentrant
arrhythmias.191,192 One study found no impact of enflurane on
VT inducibility in patients with structural heart disease.193 Halothane
decreased inducibility of VT in a post-infarction dog model.194
General anaesthesia may cause vasodilation and impair reflex
responses to hypotension during induced VT, although this can
often be countered with volume administration and vasopressors.
If general anaesthesia is used during epicardial mapping and ablation
procedures, paralytic agents should be avoided as these may prevent
identification of the phrenic nerve by high output pacing.
As an alternative to general anaesthesia throughout the procedure, a deeper level of sedation can be achieved as needed
with a drug such as propofol, when sudden movements of the
patient need to be prevented in critical situations (epicardial puncture, for example). If short-acting agents are used, the depth of
sedation can be reduced when needed to facilitate initiation of VT.

Antiarrhythmic drug management
in patients undergoing ablation
Most patients who undergo catheter ablation of VT or VF will have
failed prior antiarrhythmic drug therapy because of either drug
inefficacy or intolerance. Since catheter ablation of idiopathic VT
in the absence of structural heart disease is greatly facilitated by
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activation mapping during spontaneous or induced VT, antiarrhythmic drugs (including b-blockers) should be discontinued
for 4–5 half-lives before the procedure. For patients with poorly
tolerated VT, hospitalization may be required for drug discontinuation. After ablation of idiopathic VT, most patients can be discharged without antiarrhythmic drugs, although it may be
prudent to gradually taper B-blockers.
In contrast to patients with idiopathic VT, many of those with VT
related to significant structural heart disease have received prior
treatment with Class III antiarrhythmic drugs such as sotalol or
amiodarone.82,83,101,105,160,195 If VT is incessant, catheter ablation
is usually performed on an urgent basis, regardless of drug
therapy. In addition, intravenous procainamide or amiodarone
may slow the rate of VT allowing a haemodynamically unstable
VT to become better tolerated and mapping to be performed.
These drugs may also convert pleomorphic VTs to a more
stable monomorphic VT. However, in order to facilitate the induction and mapping of intermittent VT, Class III or I antiarrhythmic
drugs with short elimination half-lives are generally discontinued
for 4–5 half-lives prior to catheter ablation. Due to the very prolonged elimination half-life of amiodarone, many patients will
undergo catheter ablation of VT while therapeutic effects are
present. Thus, the results of catheter ablation must be considered
to reflect the combined effects of ablation and amiodarone. There
are no trials that address management of amiodarone after ablation
and recommendations are based on consensus. Following successful catheter ablation, amiodarone may be discontinued but is often
continued at a reduced dose. If Class I or III antiarrhythmic drugs
are added or discontinued after ablation, the potential effects of
these drugs on the rate of recurrent VT and the defibrillation
threshold should be considered for programming of the patient’s
ICD. Ventricular tachycardia inducibility and cycle length may
warrant reassessment several weeks after a change in amiodarone
therapy, due to its long half-life. In patients with structural heart
disease treated with b-adrenergic blockers, these drugs should
usually be continued after ablation.

Risks of catheter ablation
Catheter ablation of VT is a complex intervention often performed
in patients with advanced heart disease. There are significant risks
that require careful consideration.196 For the purpose of this document, a major complication is defined as one that leads to prolongation of hospital stay or to another hospitalization, requires
additional intervention for treatment, and/or results in significant
injury or death. Although serious complications are uncommon
during ablation of idiopathic VTs (see below), the incidence of
major procedure-related complications reached 8% in a multicentre trial of VT ablation in patients with advanced structural heart
disease, with a 3% procedure-related mortality.160 Mortality is
often due to incessant VT, which may simply reflect failure of
the procedure to control VT in an ill patient, although a proarrhythmic effect cannot be excluded in some patients. More
recently, significant complications have been reported in ,5% of
patients who underwent prophylactic catheter ablation of postinfarction VT in randomized, multicentre study.102 It should be
recognized that these reports are largely from experienced
centres. Some specific complications have been reported only
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anecdotally and some are particular to epicardial catheter ablation
(see below).
Vascular injury
For VT ablation, standard vascular access techniques are used. For
LV access, a retrograde transaortic approach is most commonly
employed. In the presence of a mechanical aortic valve or aortic
valve disease, an atrial transseptal approach allowing access to
the LV through the mitral valve can be considered. This approach
can also be useful in patients with peripheral vascular disease to
avoid arterial complications of a retrograde aortic approach. Transseptal puncture also has risks, including perforation and embolization. Venous injury may lead to deep venous thrombosis and
pulmonary embolism. Femoral haematomas, atrio-ventricular
(AV) fistula, and pseudoaneurysms also occur. Significant vascular
complications are estimated to occur in 2% of procedures.72,105,119,160,178 – 186
Thromboembolism
In 13 published series reporting radio frequency (RF) catheter ablation
in a total of 1079 patients, cerebrovascular accidents and transient
ischaemic attacks occurred in 1.3% of patients.72,105,119,160,178 – 186
Open irrigated tip ablation has been suggested to reduce the risk of
thrombus formation, but marked differences in thromboembolic
risk between different ablation methods and with extensive substrate
ablation have not been documented based on clinical experience or
trials in VT ablation.110,161,165
Air embolism
Use of long sheaths to reach the LV, as with the transeptal
approach, is associated with a risk of coronary or cerebral air
embolism. Coronary embolism typically involves the right coronary artery and produces ST segment elevation and transient chest
pain. Urgent coronary angiography may be required to disintegrate
the air bubble. Cerebral air embolism is potentially more serious
and may warrant hyperbaric oxygenation.197
Cardiac tamponade
Cardiac
tamponade
is
reported
in
1%
of
procedures.72,105,119,160,178 – 186 Mechanical perforation during
catheter manipulation or tissue disruption during RF ablation and
steam pops are potential causes. The risk is likely to be greater
in the free wall of the RV, warranting careful consideration in ablation energy titration. Limiting RF power to achieve impedance
decrease of ,18 ohm with open irrigation catheters has been
suggested.159
Valve injury
The aortic valve can be damaged during retrograde crossing of the
ablation catheter. Entrapment in the mitral or tricuspid valve is
unlikely with an ablation catheter; however, it could occur with
catheters with multiple splines or circular mapping catheters.
Damage to the conduction system
Atrio-ventricular block can occur when ablating along the interventricular septum and/or when the ablation involves the conduction system; it is often an anticipated complication in these
situations. In some patients, mechanical trauma from the catheter
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induces temporary AV block. The subsequent necessity for ventricular pacing has the potential to aggravate ventricular dysfunction
in some patients.
Damage to the coronary arteries
The ostia of the coronary arteries can be injured during attempts
for retrograde crossing of the aortic valve or during ablation in the
region of coronary cusps. Coronary angiography is recommended
prior to ablation in the aortic sinuses to ensure that distance is
maintained between the catheter tip and the coronary ostium.
Alternatively, ICE could potentially be used for this purpose if sufficient expertise is available.198 Avoiding high-power applications in
the aortic root is prudent.
Myocardial ischaemia
Episodes of induced VT can cause hypotension and myocardial
ischaemia that may aggravate ventricular dysfunction.
Heart failure
In patients with LV dysfunction, the additional saline administration
from open irrigation catheters increases the risk of acute heart
failure. Careful attention to fluid balance and ability to manage
fluid administration with diuresis are warranted. Extensive ablation
in viable myocardium and repeated VT episodes with hypotension
that may cause myocardial ischaemia can lead to heart failure or
cardiogenic shock in patients with impaired ventricular function.
In patients with scar-related VT, particularly after MI, heart
failure accounts for more than one-third of mortality during
follow-up late after ablation and exceeds 10% per year in some
studies.72,105,119,160,178 – 186 As noted above, there are a number
of complications by which catheter ablation could increase heart
failure. Extensive substrate-based ablation has the potential to
damage contracting myocardium and this consideration is a
reason to attempt to restrict RF ablation lesions to regions identified as scar and the scar border zone when extensive ablation is
needed in patients with scar-related VT. Several observations
suggest that VT ablation is not a major cause of the heart failure
in this patient population. Severely depressed ventricular function
and a history of heart failure are common in these patients such
that the reported heart failure mortality is in line with expectations
for this population. Furthermore, the occurrence of VT is a
marker for increased heart failure and mortality in patients with
ICDs, suggesting that these patients are at increased risk.78,79
Assessment of LV ejection fraction (LVEF) before and after ablation
in small series does not suggest an adverse effect.73,102,199 Serial
echocardiographic assessment of LV function in a randomized
trial of substrate-guided ablation did not find evidence of a
detrimental effect of ablation on LV function.102 Despite these
reassurances, the frequency with which VT ablation aggravates
heart failure is not known. Attention to measures that reduce
injury to functioning myocardium, valves, and the conduction
system is prudent.
Radiation
As with any ablation procedure, the patient and staff are exposed
to the radiation risks associated with fluoroscopy. Attention to
measures that reduce radiation exposure is important.200,457 – 460
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The use of EAM systems may help reduce radiation exposure.91
Remote navigation systems also have the potential to reduce radiation exposure.135

V. Ventricular tachycardia
in structural heart disease
The most common cause of scar-related VT is a prior MI. The term
non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy refers to all other causes of ventricular dysfunction. Myocardial fibrosis is almost always present in
patients with non-ischaemic cardiomyopathies. However, the
extent, location, and pattern of myocardial fibrosis vary greatly
with the type of cardiomyopathy. Whereas most cardiomyopathic
processes involve the LV predominantly, some, notably arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy (ARVD/C), predominantly affect the RV.85,201,202 In either ventricle, there
appears to be a predisposition for myocardial scars that cause
VT to involve the perivalvular regions.22,61,203 In addition to idiopathic cardiomyopathy, scar-related VT occurs in cardiomyopathies due to: (i) valvular heart disease, (ii) myocarditis,
(iii) sarcoidosis, (iv) hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, (v) ARVD/C,
and (vi) Chagas’ disease and in repaired congenital heart
disease.22,27,61,85,201 – 205
Contrast-enhanced MRI has emerged as a robust tool for the
assessment, localization, and quantification of myocardial fibrosis,
revealing it in virtually all types of ischaemic and non-ischaemic cardiomyopathies.61,139,146,201 – 210 The pattern and extent of myocardial fibrosis was found to be a predictor of inducible VT in patients
with a non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy.139 Studies in animal models
suggest a future role for analysis of the pattern and extent of myocardial fibrosis in pre-procedural planning for catheter ablation of
scar-related VT.

Evaluation prior to catheter ablation
Patients who are being considered for catheter ablation of VT
should undergo a careful cardiovascular evaluation prior to the
procedure. In addition to a physical examination, routine laboratory evaluation, and ECG, additional testing is warranted aimed
at: (i) identifying obstructive coronary artery disease that may
warrant revascularization, (ii) defining the precise aetiology as
well as the extent of myocardial disease, and (iii) identifying and
quantifying the types and burden of sustained and non-sustained
ventricular tachycardia (NSVT). Each of these issues is discussed
further below.
There are several reasons for assessing the presence of obstructive coronary artery disease. First, MI is a common cause of myocardial fibrosis. Second, during catheter ablation, it may be
desirable for the patient to remain in VT for an extended period
of time to allow for activation and entrainment mapping. An understanding of the potential risk for ischaemia is important, particularly
if haemodynamic instability develops during the procedure. Third,
revascularization improves outcome of some patients with significant coronary artery disease. Recurrent SMVT is rarely, however,
due to acute myocardial ischaemia. For patients with scar-related
VTs, a coronary angiogram or recent exercise or pharmacological
stress evaluation should be considered, but it is not required if the
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severity of coronary disease has been recently defined and symptoms and haemodynamic tolerance of VT do not suggest significant
ischaemia. For patients with frequent or incessant monomorphic
VT proceeding to catheter ablation, gaining control of the arrhythmia may be warranted prior to assessment of coronary artery
disease.
Patients should undergo evaluation to determine the precise
aetiology as well as the extent of myocardial disease. At a
minimum, this evaluation should include an echocardiogram and
evaluation for obstructive coronary artery disease as described
above. For patients found to have a non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy, further evaluation may be undertaken with a cardiac MRI,
cardiac CT scan, and an endomyocardial biopsy. At the present
time, there is no consensus on which of these tests is required.
This reflects, in large measure, the absence of evidence from clinical trials that these diagnostic modalities improve outcome.
It is important to identify and quantify the types and burden of
sustained VT and NSVT prior to performing catheter ablation.
Many patients with scar-related VT will have multiple distinct morphologies and types of inducible VT. Optimally, a 12-lead ECG of
the clinical VTs will be available for review at the time of the EP
procedure. This information may be used to focus on the exit
region suggested by the VT morphology to limit the extent of
detailed mapping, particularly when the clinical VT is haemodynamically unstable.
In patients with ICDs, VT is usually terminated promptly and a
12-lead ECG is often not available. The VT cycle length and ICD
electrogram morphology data can be used to help identify presumptive clinical VTs, although it should be recognized that this
information has the inherent limitations of a single- or two-lead
recording system and can be misleading. Despite the limitations
of electrogram assessment, some laboratories compare ICD electrogram morphology and rate during spontaneous and induced VT
events particularly when trying to limit ablation to targeting presumptive clinical VT.
Assessment for peripheral vascular disease that may make vascular access difficult is reasonable when suspected. When identified, a transseptal approach to the left heart may be considered.
Imaging to assess the presence of LV thrombus is recommended
prior to LV mapping. Transthoracic echocardiography is usually
adequate. Magnetic resonance imaging can also be used.211 For
operators experienced with its use, ICE performed from the
right side of the heart at the beginning of the procedure can also
potentially detect an LV thrombus. If atrial fibrillation is present
and cardioversion may occur during the ablation procedure, the
guidelines for anticoagulation management should be followed.187

Mapping of scar-related ventricular
tachycardias
The mapping technique used to identify potential sites for ablation
depends on the mechanism of the VT.212 Although reentry is
extremely common in patients with ventricular scars, focal mechanisms also occur. Activation mapping and pace mapping are most
useful for focal mechanisms, whereas substrate mapping (with or
without associated pace mapping) and entrainment mapping are
used for reentrant mechanisms. Different mapping methods are
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often complementary, such that a combined approach tailored to
the individual patient is often employed. It is important for the
electrophysiologist to understand the strengths and weaknesses
of the different approaches and mapping systems.

Electrogram recording and interpretation
Mapping relies on the interpretation of electrograms, providing
information regarding activation time, evidence of scar, and evidence of abnormal conduction that might be the substrate of
reentry. Bipolar, unipolar, and at times simultaneous recording of
both unipolar and bipolar electrograms can be helpful.212 – 215
The characteristics of electrograms are influenced by interelectrode distance, electrode size, the characteristics of the recording
system, and filtering. Local activation time in unipolar electrograms
is defined as the steepest negative deflection (although several
deflections may be present) and coincides with the peak of the
first derivative of the signal, or the peak of the high-pass filtered
unipolar electrogram.212 – 215 The activation time is independent
of wavefront direction. The major limitation of unipolar signals is
the presence of a substantial far-field component due to depolarization of tissue remote from the recording site. In scar regions, the
far-field component can obscure small local potentials of interest.214 Bipolar electrograms represent the difference between
the unipolar signals recorded at each pole. Much of the far-field
signal is subtracted, such that low-amplitude local potentials are
easier to recognize. Either the peak deflection or rapid downslope
of the peak deflection of the filtered signal is considered as local
activation, based on modelling studies and mapping with fine (as
small as 100 mm) needle electrodes separated by very short distances (,200 mm to 1 mm). Similar studies have not been performed for mapping and ablation catheters which have larger
electrodes and interelectrode spacing. The peak of the bipolar
signal usually coincides with the steepest intrinsicoid deflection
of the two ‘local unipolar’ recordings. The more rapid the intrinsicoid deflection on the unipolar signal, the taller the peak of the
bipolar signal.
A limitation of bipolar electrograms is the potential for the signal
of interest to originate from myocardium below either of the
recording electrodes.214,216 Since ablation energy is delivered
only through the tip electrode, it is imperative that the ablation
target be located beneath the distal electrode, rather than the
proximal electrode. Simultaneous recording of the unipolar electrograms from each electrode can allow this distinction.214
Bipolar signals are direction-dependent and show minimal amplitude if the wavefront is perpendicular to the recording bipolar
electrode pair.
Activation times in bipolar signals are difficult to assign or interpret when electrograms have multiple components. Relatively
long-duration electrograms with multiple components are
referred to as fractionated.45,217 In areas of scar, each peak of a
fractionated electrogram may represent depolarization of a separate myocyte bundle separated by fibrosis from neighbouring
bundles, and causing slow conduction (Figure 2).45 Electrograms
with a long isoelectric period (arbitrarily defined as .30 –
50 ms) between two spikes are said to be split potentials
(Figure 3B). Split potentials may represent block with activation
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Figure 3 (A) Electrograms types recorded from 2 mm bipolar electrodes with a 5 – 10 mm interelectrode distance filtered at 30 – 500 Hz.
Normal signals are bi- or triphasic with an amplitude of 3 mV, duration ,70 ms, and amplitude/duration ratio of ,0.046 mV/ms. All
other electrograms are abnormal. Fractionated electrograms are multicomponent signals of long duration (.133 ms) and low voltage
(,0.5 mV). From Cassidy et al. 223 (B) An example of an isolated, late, split potential recorded, in this case, during ventricular pacing. Late potentials (LPs) are defined as isolated potentials (LP) occurring .10 ms after the end of the QRS (sinus rhythm or paced).

around the site of block or two wavefronts moving in the same or
opposite directions at different times. The definition of a normal
electrogram will vary depending on the precise recording
methods.212 From bipolar recordings with 2 mm electrodes
with 5 – 10 mm interelectrode distance, normal electrograms
had amplitudes of .3 mV, width of ,70 ms, and amplitude/duration ratios of 0.046 mV/ms (Figure 3A);218 fractionated electrograms were defined as multicomponent signals of ,0.5 mV and
duration of .133 ms. With smaller (1 mm) electrodes with narrower (2 mm) interelectrode distances used for intraoperative
mapping, normal ventricular electrogram amplitude was
.0.6 mV, illustrating the dramatic effect that the recording
methods can have electrogram characteristics.212 Studies of substrate mapping have defined normal electrogram amplitude of
.1.55 mV using a 4 mm tip electrode with 1 mm interelectrode
distance and filtering at 10 – 400 Hz.73
Activation mapping
Mapping of the electrical activation sequence during VT is a valuable mapping strategy that can be used alone or in conjunction
with substrate mapping, entrainment mapping, and/or pace
mapping. Activation mapping can be performed by recording and
analysing either unipolar or bipolar electrograms. The sequential
point-by-point method involves moving an electrode catheter to
multiple ventricular locations and recording an electrogram at
each site. This approach is greatly facilitated by the use of an
EAM system. Although point-by-point mapping is tedious and
requires considerable skill with catheter manipulation, it has
been widely employed to facilitate catheter ablation of stable VT.
Alternatively, activation sequence mapping can be performed
using a multielectrode mapping system (see the Techniques

section). There is limited experience with basket catheters and
multielectrode catheters and these are not routinely used by the
members of the task force (see above). Non-contact mapping
systems are used in selected patients by some task force members.
For focal VT, the earliest site of activation identifies the tachycardia origin that is targeted for ablation. The QRS provides a convenient fiducial point for mapping. Activation at the origin precedes
the QRS onset. In normal tissue, the unipolar signal (with high-pass
filter setting ,1 Hz) typically demonstrates a QS configuration
consistent with the spread of activation away in all directions
from the VT origin.
In scar-related reentry, activation mapping is usually limited.
Although the term ‘site of origin’ makes sense for focal VT, it is
a misnomer in scar-related macroreentry (Figure 2). There is a continuous reentry path with no ‘earliest point’. The QRS onset typically occurs when the impulse reaches an exit along the border
zone of the scar and propagates into the surrounding myocardium.
Electrograms immediately preceding the QRS are typically
recorded from the exit region.30,219 – 221 Exit regions can also be
identified by the non-contact mapping system where depolarization propagates away from the scar.62,128 At reentry circuit sites
that are in a channel proximal to the exit, electrograms are typically earlier, between the QRS complexes (diastolic electrograms).
These are often isolated potentials or split potentials.30,219,222,223
Sites that are outside the isthmus, in outer loops or remote
from the scar, are typically depolarized during inscription of the
QRS. However, sites that are proximal in a reentry circuit,
isthmus can be depolarized at the end of the QRS complex.30,224
Sites that are outside the reentry circuit are bystanders
(Figure 2). The extensive conduction abnormalities in areas of
scar can cause bystander regions to depolarize during electrical
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diastole mimicking the timing of an isthmus site.30 Thus, electrogram timing at an individual site is not a reliable indicator that
the site is a desirable ablation target, and entrainment methods
are helpful for selecting ablation sites (see below).
For stable VT, complete activation sequences may be defined
and used with entrainment mapping to guide ablation. More commonly, limited activation assessment, noting areas of pre-systolic
activity and isolated potentials, is performed, and this information
is integrated with entrainment mapping data to identify target
sites for ablation.
Pace mapping
Pace mapping refers to analysis of the activation sequence, usually
assessed from the 12-lead ECG during pacing at a mapping site in
the absence of VT. The site where the paced QRS morphology
replicates that of the VT is likely to be near the origin for a focal
VT or an exit region for scar-related reentry.51,225 – 228
Either bipolar or unipolar pacing may be used. Bipolar pacing
produces a smaller stimulus artefact; there is the possibility of
capture at the proximal ring electrode as well as at the tip electrode that may reduce accuracy, particularly if larger interelectrode
distances (8–10 mm) and high-current strength (.8 mA) is
used.227 Pacing slightly above threshold is likely to improve accuracy by limiting the size of the virtual electrode and reducing the
likelihood of anodal capture at the proximal ring electrode
during bipolar pacing when there is good contact at the contact
at the tip electrode.229 However, repetitive threshold determinations are often not practical. Some laboratories initially pace
with 10 mA, 2 ms stimuli and occasionally decrease stimulus
strength if a broad area of capture is suspected, or increase stimulus strength (e.g. up to 20 mA) if required to capture tissue in a
scar region.53,230 Whether the use of body surface mapping or
automated algorithms to quantitate comparison of QRS morphologies during VT and pace mapping improves the clinical
utility of pace mapping is not yet known.231,232
For focal VTs, pace mapping may be used to suggest the location
of the origin, although activation sequence mapping is probably
more accurate.10,227,233,234 The optimal site should exactly match
the tachycardia QRS, including individual notches as well as
major deflections. Pace mapping can be particularly useful if the
targeted arrhythmia is difficult to induce.
For scar-related VTs, pace mapping at the exit region will match
the VT QRS. However, the potential for large reentry circuits and
abnormal conduction creates several limitations and caveats. Pacing
in normal areas outside the exit can produce a similar QRS morphology to VT. Thus, pace mapping is often combined with a
voltage map during substrate mapping to define the potential
exit.73,235 Although pacing in the reentry circuit near the exit
may produce a QRS similar to that of VT, pacing at sites more
proximal in the reentry circuit isthmus during sinus rhythm may
produce a markedly different QRS and ECG pattern, as the stimulated wavefront propagates away from the site via paths that are
blocked during VT.225,226,228,235 Thus, when pacing in regions of
scar, a QRS that does not match the VT does not reliably indicate
that the site is outside of the reentry circuit.
Sites where the stimulus to QRS interval exceeds 40 ms are
consistent with pacing in regions of slow conduction.53,228,235 In
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some reentry circuit isthmuses, pacing produces a long S-QRS
and a QRS morphology that matches that of VT.51,53,235
Entrainment mapping
Entrainment mapping is useful for identifying reentry circuit sites
and recognizing bystander sites in stable VT. Entrainment is performed by pacing faster than VT.30,219,222,223,225,236 – 243 During
reentrant VT, a stable QRS morphology with resumption of tachycardia on termination of pacing indicates that each stimulated
wavefront has reset the reentry circuit, entraining the tachycardia.
Entrainment can be confirmed by the presence of constant fusion,
progressive fusion, or evidence of conduction block terminating
tachycardia.241
Entrainment mapping is critically dependent on the assumption
that pacing is not altering conduction through the circuit. Pacing
should be performed at a cycle length that is only modestly
faster (10– 30 ms shorter) than the VT cycle length to reduce
the chance of terminating or altering the VT. Pacing at an output
that is just above threshold to avoid capture of remote myocardium is desirable, but repeated threshold determination is not
always practical. Pacing at 10 mA at 2 ms stimulus strength is
reasonable and stimulus strength can be reduced if desired. At
some sites in scar, greater stimulus strength is required to
capture and identify reentry circuit sites.230 Although some investigators use unipolar pacing to limit the potential for
anodal capture, bipolar pacing is used effectively by many
laboratories.30,219,236 – 244
At sites in the reentry circuit, the post-pacing interval at the site
of stimulation approximates the revolution time through the
circuit, which is the tachycardia cycle length. The post-pacing interval increases with increasing conduction time between the pacing
site and circuit. There are several potential sources of error. The
post-pacing interval is measured to the local potential. In areas
of scar with fractionated and split potentials, distinguishing the
local potential from far-field signals due to depolarization of
tissue remote from the pacing site can be difficult.216 Electrical
noise and stimulus artefact can obscure electrograms during
entrainment.245,246 If pacing slows conduction in the circuit, the
post-pacing interval prolongs.
The QRS morphology during entrainment indicates whether the
pacing site is likely to be in an isthmus. At sites that are remote
from the VT circuit, pacing changes the QRS morphology producing either QRS fusion or a paced QRS that resembles that
which occurs in the absence of VT. At reentry circuit isthmus
sites, pacing entrains VT without changing the ventricular activation
remote from the circuit because the paced wavefronts use the VT
exit to activate the ventricle. The QRS complex during entrainment is the same as that during VT, a finding that has been designated concealed entrainment, entrainment with concealed fusion,
or exact entrainment. At these isthmus sites, the S-QRS interval,
which indicates the conduction time from the pacing site to the
exit, is the same as the electrogram to QRS interval. In contrast,
at bystander sites that are adjacent to the reentry circuit
isthmus, entrainment may occur without QRS fusion, but the
post-pacing interval (PPI) will exceed the VT cycle length and
the S-QRS will exceed the electrogram to QRS interval.30,247
Sites with long S-QRS (.70% of the VT cycle length) with
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concealed fusion and a PPI indicating that the site is in the circuit
often seem to be proximal to the isthmus region (inner loops),
with a lower likelihood of VT termination by RF ablation.
Sites that are in an outer loop of the reentry circuit along the
border of the scar can be recognized by a post-pacing interval
that approximates the VT cycle length, but with QRS fusion
during entrainment. Because surface ECG fusion can sometimes
be difficult to recognize, careful attention needs to be paid to analysing all 12-ECG leads during pacing and comparing the QRS morphology with pacing to that of the VT. QRS fusion is often not
detected when ,22% of the QRS duration is due to the antidromic wavefront.248 Therefore, some outer loop sites are misidentified as exit sites or inner loop sites.
In patients with haemodynamically tolerated VT, ablation at
isthmus sites identified by entrainment mapping often terminates
VT.219,222,223,243,249 Ablation at isthmus sites that also have an isolated mid-diastolic potentials most consistently terminates VT with
limited RF energy application, with a low risk of recurrent VT
during follow-up.219,223,238 In patients with unstable VT, limited
entrainment mapping has been combined with substrate mapping
to target regions of the scar for ablation.28,59
Substrate mapping
Substrate mapping is the characterization of areas likely to support
reentry based on anatomy and electrophysiological characteristics
that can be determined during stable sinus or paced rhythm. This
approach can facilitate ablation of multiple VTs, pleomorphic VTs,
and VTs that are unmappable due to haemodynamic instability or
that are not reliably inducible.50,53,55,59,73,95,99,101,250 – 255 Even for
haemodynamically stable VTs, substrate mapping is commonly
used to limit activation sequence mapping or entrainment
mapping to a region of interest. In these cases, the voltage map
that identifies scar regions may be obtained during VT.104
Substrate mapping generally begins with identification of the
region of ventricular scar, based on electrogram characteristics
(usually voltage) in an electroanatomic map of the ventricle of
interest. Markers for reentry circuit exits, channels (isthmuses),
and regions of slow conduction, identified based on pace
mapping and electrogram properties, are then targeted for ablation. Given the less precise localization of the reentry circuit, a
more extensive ablation approach involving the delivery of
energy over a relatively large area within the scar is commonly
employed.
Identification of scar
Scar tissue can be identified based on bipolar electrogram amplitude. Using a 4 mm tip electrode and 1 mm ring interelectrode
spacing with a 2 mm ring (1 mm interelectrode distance) filtered
at 10– 400 Hz, 95% of normal LV endocardial electrograms have
a peak-to-peak amplitude .1.53–1.55 mV.73 A good correlation
has also been found between low-voltage areas and scar in
animal models.256 Areas of extremely low voltage (,0.5 mV or
even less) have been designated as ‘dense scar’, but it is important
to recognize that these regions can still contain viable myocytes
and reentry circuit isthmuses.53 The area of intermediate low
voltage with signal amplitude between 0.5 and 1.5 mV designated
as being within the border zone was initially targeted as being an

area of particular interest given the success of the subendocardial
resection for surgically eliminating VT.73
Exits and channels
The area of scar is often large, averaging 21 cm in circumference in
one study of post-infarction patients.59 In order to limit the area of
ablation within the scar, a region of the scar is targeted for ablation
based on pace mapping or additional electrogram characteristics.
Radiofrequency lesions are generally confined within the lowvoltage region to reduce the risk of damage to functioning
myocardium.
Exits can be identified based on pace mapping along the border
of the scar. Radiofrequency lesions can then be placed in the
infarct border zone (where bipolar electrogram amplitude is typically between 0.5 and 1.0 mV) roughly parallel to the infarct
border; additional lines of ablation lesions perpendicular to the
border, extending through the exit region into the dense scar
region, may also be added.73,101,252,253 Whether identifying a site
with a ‘perfect’ pace-map QRS match with VT achieves better
results than ablation through a region identified as having a
‘good’ pace-map match is not known.
Several markers of potential isthmuses have been described.50,51,55,95,99,250,250a Sites where pacing produces a long
S-QRS but matches the VT QRS morphology are seen at some
reentry circuit isthmus sites and can be targeted for ablation.51
Areas of late potentials and split potentials with an isolated diastolic component are observed at some reentry circuit isthmus
sites during sinus or paced rhythm and have been targeted for ablation.50,95,99,263 Potential channels within the low-voltage scar have
been identified by manipulating the upper boundary of the colour
scale to expose relatively higher voltage channels bordered on
either side by low-voltage regions of dense scar. Targeting these
channels has also shown promising results in single-centre
studies.55,250
Areas of electrically unexcitable scar can be defined and marked
based on a high pacing threshold (.10 mA at 2 ms during unipolar
pacing).53 In some patients, these unexcitable regions define channels that can be targeted for ablation.
Substrate-guided ablation is a reasonable strategy for VT ablation when mapping cannot be performed during a stable VT. It
can also be used to help direct ablation of scar-related stable
VTs. Whether it should be considered in patients with inducible
VT following ablation of a clinical VT is not known. The different
criteria for identifying exits and placing RF lesions have not been
directly compared.

Endpoints for ablation
The endpoint of ablation in patients with scar-related SMVT, and
the acute success of the procedure, is assessed most commonly
by programmed ventricular stimulation, typically employing up to
three extrastimuli at one or more RV (and occasionally LV) sites.
This endpoint is subject to the limitations of programmed stimulation in reproducing spontaneous VT at the onset of the study.
The utility of various endpoints has been judged by spontaneous
recurrence rates during long-term follow-up. These data are
limited by several factors, including (i) the intrinsic reproducibility
of VT induction, (ii) short-term alterations in autonomic tone,
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loading conditions and fibre stretch, and acute ischaemia,
(iii) alterations in post-ablation antiarrhythmic drug therapy, and
(iv) long-term evolution and progression of underlying myocardial
and coronary disease. In addition, temporal evolution of ablation
lesions may alter the immediate post-ablation substrate, producing
either lesion expansion (mediated in part by secondary myocyte
loss due to disrupted microcirculation) or regression (resolution
of oedema and healing), thus altering susceptibility to VT. Techniques and strategies have evolved over the past 2 decades, resulting in a greater diversity of patients undergoing ablation, including
those with multiple QRS morphologies, unstable VT, and patients
in whom a clinical (or any) VT cannot be induced at baseline. The
correlation of outcome to endpoints derived from early reports in
highly selected subgroups may not be applicable to contemporary
patients undergoing VT ablation.
Overall, three general endpoints have been evaluated: (i) noninducibility of clinical VT, (ii) modification of induced VT cycle
length (elimination of all VTs with cycle lengths equal to or
longer than spontaneously documented or targeted VT), and (iii)
non-inducibility of any VT (excluding ventricular flutter and fibrillation). Although a change in the ‘intensity’ of stimulation required to
induce VT (greater number of extrastimuli and alternative stimulation sites) has occasionally been used to indicate a beneficial
response to ablation, there is little evidence to support this
claim. Direct comparisons of different endpoints are limited, and
the majority of data derive from single-centre studies.

Non-inducibility of clinical ventricular tachycardia
Many studies have described outcomes in terms of inducibility of
clinical VT, a term that has been used to refer to VT that has occurred
spontaneously (Table 1). There are many problems and assumptions
with this designation. The minimum number of ECG leads required
to discern differences between different VT origins or circuits is
not clear. Furthermore, differences in ECG lead placement,
patient position, and antiarrhythmic drugs may influence the similarity between two episodes of VT that arise from the same circuit.
Some studies have used a frontal plane axis within 458 and the
same dominant deflection in V1 to designate an induced VT as
similar to a spontaneously occurring VT.257 The VT cycle length
alone is influenced by antiarrhythmic drugs and can be similar
for different VTs or may be different for VTs originating from
the same region, and is therefore unreliable as a sole indicator of
clinical VT. The task force members recommend that the term
clinical VT be reserved for induced VTs that are known to have
the same 12-lead ECG QRS morphology and approximate cycle
length as a spontaneous VT. Other VTs should be designated as
presumptive clinical or as previously undocumented VT morphology
(Table 1).
When clinical VT(s) can be documented prior to the procedure
and induced at the onset of ablation, non-inducibility of clinical VT
immediately post-procedure is associated with a lower risk of VT
recurrence (up to 37%), compared with persistent inducibility of
clinical VT (up to 80%).59,178,254,257,258 In patients with a single
stable spontaneous morphology, the persistent induction of ‘nonclinical’ VT was reported to have little influence on subsequent
spontaneous recurrence rates.259
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Modification of inducible ventricular tachycardia
With evolving trends in the management of VT, including widespread use of ICDs, the clinical VT is most often unknown, or at
best inferred from a limited number of telemetry leads or ICD
logs of stored rates and electrogram morphologies. A large
majority of patients have multiple monomorphic VTs induced
(mean of 3 per patient), including previously undocumented
VT morphologies. As a result, a surrogate endpoint employed in
many laboratories has been the elimination of all VTs with cycle
lengths equal to or longer than those documented spontaneously.
This approach is reported to be associated with a lower risk of
recurrent VT in some,59,260 but not all, laboratories.254,257,261
While persistently inducible ‘non-clinical’ VTs are often faster
than those targeted for ablation, the occasional spontaneous
occurrence of these rapid VTs during follow-up is well
documented.119,186,254,257,261,262
Non-inducibility of any ventricular tachycardia
Single-centre experience reflecting more diverse populations
demonstrate that inability to induce any VT is associated with
the lower recurrence rates in most,257,261,262 but not all,119
studies. The prognostic significance of eliminating all inducible VT
is supported by the results of two recent multicentre trials. The
Thermocool VT Ablation Trial evaluated endpoints in 231 patients
with both stable and unstable post-infarction VT undergoing ablation by a combination of mapping and substrate-based strategies,105 49% of patients had no inducible VT post-procedure,
whereas an additional 33% had inducible VT that was faster than
that induced at baseline stimulation. Induction of any VT postablation was associated with a significantly greater risk of VT recurrence (nearly 2-fold), while persistent induction of more rapid VT
only, as well as the cycle length of the post-ablation-induced VT,
did not predict recurrence. The Euro-VT-Study evaluated
outcome of ablation in 63 patients with both stable and unstable
post-infarction VT.106 The endpoint of non-inducibility or induction of VT more rapid than clinically documented VT was achieved
in 81% of patients and did not predict the risk of VT recurrence.
Although the majority of outcome studies focused on the correlation of inducibility to even a single recurrence of VT during
follow-up, this criterion may be overly stringent. Substantial
reduction in VT episode frequency occurs in a majority of patients
during follow-up, even if occasional recurrences of VT persist. In a
multicentre study of 145 patients with either ischaemic or nonischaemic cardiomyopathy who had at least one stable or mappable VT, 89% of patients had at least one clinical VT identified.160
During follow-up, clinical success was defined as . 75% reduction
in VT episodes. Persistent induction of clinical VT post-ablation
was associated with a greater than four-fold increased risk of
failure; induction of any VT post-ablation was not predictive
of this outcome. A single-centre series also suggests that ablation
of clinical VT (but not necessarily all VT) is associated with a
lower incidence of electrical storm and cardiac death, despite a
high likelihood of sporadic VT recurrence.262
Finally, newer substrate approaches and patient populations may
require additional and/or alternative endpoint criteria. When isolated, late diastolic potentials in sinus rhythm are targeted for ablation; elimination of these potentials post-ablation (or a subset with
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the greatest delays) has been advocated as useful endpoint.50,95 In
patients with recurrent episodes of primarily PMVT or VF, ablation
of a limited number of uniform premature ventricular complex
(PVC) morphologies that were documented to trigger spontaneous episodes has been associated with a substantial reduction
in recurrences during long-term follow-up.264,265 Whether these
endpoints are sufficient as predictors of freedom from long-term
recurrences compared with the outcome of programmed stimulation requires further investigation, but they may be particularly
useful when VT cannot be induced at the onset of the ablation
session.
The consensus of the task force members is as follows. When
clinical or presumed clinical VTs have been adequately documented
previously and can be induced at the outset of the procedure, the
minimum endpoint of ablation should be to eliminate the induction
of that VT during post-procedure programmed stimulation. The
stimulation protocol should include up to three extrastimuli delivered from at least two ventricular sites (one of which may be LV),
with shortest coupling intervals of 180 –200 ms or to refractoriness.
If the initial stimulation protocol required additional LV pacing sites
or catecholamine infusion to induce VT, then that protocol should
be repeated following ablation. In patients who present with incessant VT, restoration of stable sinus rhythm represents a reasonable
clinical endpoint, irrespective of the outcome of subsequent programmed stimulation. The task force members did not reach consensus on whether complete elimination of induced VT should be
employed as the primary and routine procedural endpoint, and
acknowledges the need for additional data and further research to
clarify optimal endpoints for VT ablation in various clinical settings.
Finally, the group recognizes that some patients undergoing VT ablation have significant haemodynamic compromise and substantial
ischaemic burden often aggravated by prolonged periods of tachycardia. Post-procedure stimulation to assess VT inducibility should
be avoided if in the judgement of the physician, it places the
patient at risk of cardiopulmonary deterioration.
It is strongly recommended that reports of ablation procedures
include specific information regarding the extent of postprocedure programmed stimulation, endpoints used, the cycle
lengths, and morphologies of post-procedure-induced VTs, and
their relationship to previously documented spontaneous VT
when known. If post-procedure programmed stimulation is
omitted or truncated, the reason should be specified. These data
should also be explicitly elaborated in case series and multicentre
trials of the outcome of VT ablation submitted for publication.

Ablation strategies
Endocardial ablation
Selection of the strategies for endocardial ablation should consider
the type and severity of underlying heart disease, the underlying
arrhythmia substrate, characteristics of the VT, the mapping and
ablation technologies available and the optimal vascular access
routes (retrograde aortic or transseptal approach to the LV). A
variety of strategies are reasonable. In general, it is desirable to
first induce VT, to confirm the diagnosis, to evaluate the possibility
of bundle branch reentry, to establish inducibility for interpretation
as an endpoint, and to record the 12-lead ECG morphology of VT
in the electrophysiology laboratory.
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When there is a clear clinical VT that is haemodynamically tolerated, and particularly when the VT is incessant, a combination
of activation sequence mapping and entrainment mapping to identify a critical isthmus for ablation are reasonable.54,180,223 Once VT
is terminated by ablation, additional lesions may be placed creating
ablation lines that meet valve annuli or dense unexcitable scar that
may form borders of the reentry path.
More commonly multiple VTs are present, some of which may
be haemodynamically tolerated for a variable period, and others
that are not tolerated. Many centres then start with substrate
mapping during stable sinus rhythm. Brief episodes of VT can be
induced to assess the potential location of the reentry circuit,
with prompt termination of VT if required to help select the ablation region.59,99 Alternatively, ablation can be performed guided by
substrate characteristics.73,95,99,101,250 These different approaches
have not been directly compared.
The extent and pattern of RF lesions guided by these
approaches also varies. Many centres place a line of RF lesions parallel to and within the low-voltage border of the scar through presumptive exit regions.28,73 Ablation within the low-voltage area at
sites with features of channels is another strategy. These have not
been compared. It is generally recognized that channels are often
located adjacent and frequently parallel to a valve annulus, such
that ablation in areas that are near a valve annulus is often
extended through the scar to the valve annulus, in the hope of
transecting the isthmus.28,55,57,73
The optimal RF ablation endpoints for assessing lesion creation
are not known. Termination of VT during RF application with prevention of reinitiation, diminution of electrogram amplitude,
increase in unipolar pacing threshold to .10 mA, and arbitrary
duration of ablation with impedance fall and temperature indications of adequate heating have all been used and are considered
reasonable by the task force.53,59,73 Endpoints for the procedure
are discussed above.
Epicardial mapping and ablation
Ventricular tachycardia originating from the subepicardium is
an important cause of failure of endocardial ablation
approaches.56,266 – 268 A percutaneous epicardial mapping approach
allows many of these VTs to be ablated in the electrophysiology
laboratory.29,267 Catheter ablation from the epicardium is often
required for ablation of VTs due to non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy
and is occasionally useful for VTs in a variety of other diseases, as
well as some idiopathic VTs. In a recent survey of three tertiary
centres performing VT ablation, 17% of procedures involved epicardial mapping, not all resulted in epicardial ablation,
however.269 Data are from a few experienced centres and there
are significant technical challenges and risks.
Technical considerations
The procedure may be performed using conscious sedation and
local anaesthesia, but some operators feel that deep sedation
with the support of an anaesthesiologist or general anaesthesia
may allow better control of respiratory motion, which might
reduce the chance of unintentional RV puncture. From the subxiphoid approach, a 17 or 19 G Tuohy needle is gently advanced,
under fluoroscopic observation to the edge of the cardiac
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Figure 4 A saggital anatomical cross section showing approaches for percutaneous pericardial entry. RV, right ventricle; LV, left ventricle.

profile.29,267,270 Directing the needle towards the left shoulder
with an angle of 458 relative to the skin surface is generally
used to reach the inferior wall. A shallow angle is used if an
anterior approach is desired (Figure 4).
Entry into the pericardial space is indicated by negative pressure
(concave meniscus at the proximal end of the needle) or by injection of a small amount of contrast that distributes into the pericardial space. A soft-tipped guidewire is then inserted through the
needle into the space. Confirmation that the wire is intrapericardial
and has not been inadvertently inserted into a cardiac chamber is
obtained by observing the course of the wire in multiple fluoroscopic projections confirming that it crosses multiple cardiac
chambers, hugging the cardiac silhouette. An introducer sheath is
then advanced into the pericardial space, allowing free access to
any mapping and ablation catheter.
Attempted epicardial access fails in 10% of patients.269 Pericardial adhesions from prior pericarditis or cardiac surgery is
usually the cause, although limited access may be possible in
some of these patients.269,271 Surgical creation of a pericardial
window and manual dissection and lysis of the lesions to allow
catheter mapping and ablation in the electrophysiology laboratory
have been shown to be feasible in small series.251,272
The approach to mapping is essentially the same as for endocardial ablation, including activation mapping, entrainment mapping,
substrate mapping, and pace mapping.29,86,87,251,272,273 At some
sites, pace mapping and entrainment mapping may be limited by
a high stimulation threshold due to epicardial fat.274 Epicardial fat
can cause low-amplitude electrograms, falsely suggesting scar in
voltage maps.85,251 Fractionated and split potentials may be a
more reliable indication of scar.

Reported series have generally used RF ablation. Due to the
lack of convective cooling of the ablation electrode by the circulating blood, high electrode temperatures may be encountered
at low-power settings (10 W or less), limiting lesion creation.165
Epicardial fat can limit lesion creation.165 Open or closed
loop irrigation allows the delivery of energy at power settings
(25– 50 W) capable of creating deep lesions (up to 5 mm) that
can be effective even in the presence of adipose tissue.274
Optimal parameters for RF power titration and irrigation are not
completely defined. With external irrigation flow of 0–2 mL/min
may be used during mapping, increasing to 10 –30 mL/min during
ablation, as required to maintain electrode temperature ,508C.
Careful power titration starting at 20 –30 W to a maximum of
50 W is commonly employed. Monitoring for an impedance fall
is commonly used to assess likely adequate power delivery.165
With open irrigation, fluid must be periodically drained from the
pericardium. This can be accomplished by intermittently removing
the ablation catheter to allow aspiration from the pericardial
sheath, placing a second pericardial catheter for drainage purposes,
or using a single sheath that is larger than the ablation catheter,
allowing aspiration of fluid around the catheter from the side port.
The absence of circulating blood in the pericardial space theoretically should facilitate cryoablation,166,270 but there is limited
human experience. Cryoablation did not produce significantly
larger lesions than irrigated RF in an animal model.270
Complications and risks
Some degree of pericardial bleeding is recognized in 30% of
cases.270 Unintentional RV puncture and pericardial bleeding is a
well-recognized potential complication and a reason to avoid
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performance of pericardial puncture in the presence of systemic
anticoagulation. In some cases, puncture of the RV is not followed
by significant pericardial bleeding. Mild or modest bleeding usually
resolves and can be carefully monitored with repeated aspiration
of the pericardial space, as the procedure continues.135 Severe
bleeding requiring surgical intervention can potentially occur.29,270
There is concern that abrasion or laceration can occur if a stiff vascular sheath is left in the pericardium without a catheter protruding from the lumen. Precautions must be in place for managing
severe bleeding, including availability of appropriate surgical expertise. When bleeding stops, or when pericardial access is achieved
without pericardial bleeding, anticoagulation has been administered
to allow endocardial mapping without adverse consequences.
Puncture of a subdiaphragmatic vessel causing intraabdominal
bleeding has occurred and can potentially require surgery.270,275
Hepatic laceration and bleeding is also a potential risk.
Radiofrequency injury to coronary arteries can cause acute
thrombosis or may produce damage to the arterial wall that is
evident on histological examination in animal models, the significance of which is unknown.274,275 Severe coronary artery spasm
has also occurred during epicardial mapping.269 Prior to ablation,
direct visualization of the relation between the ablation site and
adjacent coronary arteries must be obtained, usually by coronary
angiography performed with the ablation catheter on the target
site. An absolute safe distance between the ablation site and epicardial artery has not been defined, and likely varies depending
on the RF energy applied, coronary artery diameter and flow,
and the presence of overlying fat.274,276 Based on available data
and experience, a distance of .5 mm between the ablation catheter and an epicardial artery is commonly accepted.274,275,277,278
Cryoablation appears to have less risk of coronary injury in
animal models, but can still create occlusion and intimal damage,
when in close proximity, particularly to small vessels.167,279 More
data are needed regarding long-term safety and potential effects
of ablation in proximity to coronary arteries.
The left phrenic nerve is potentially susceptible to injury along
its course adjacent to the lateral LV wall.280,281 Proximity to the
nerve can be detected by pacing (typically at 10 Ma or greater
stimulus strength) to detect diaphragmatic stimulation, allowing
its course to be marked on a three-dimensional map.86 Detection
by pacing is prevented by the use of paralytic agents during general
anaesthesia. Catheter ablation should be avoided at sites adjacent
to the phrenic nerve. Alternatively moving the nerve away from
the myocardium by injection of air into the pericardium or placement of a balloon catheter between the ablation site and nerve has
been reported.282,283 Air in the pericardial space can increase the
defibrillation threshold, requiring emergent evacuation if defibrillation is required.284
Symptoms of pericarditis are common after the procedure, occurring in 30% of cases.275 Symptoms usually resolve within a few days
with anti-inflammatory medications. Pericardial instillation of a glucocorticoid has been shown to reduce inflammation in a porcine
model, and this practice has been adopted by many centres.285
Indications and outcomes
Patients with scar-related or idiopathic VT may benefit from an
epicardial approach if endocardial ablation fails. Patients reported
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have generally been referred to specialized centres, often after
failing endocardial ablation; thus, the incidence of epicardial VTs
is unknown. In the majority of reported cases, epicardial ablation
has been performed as a second, separate intervention following
failure of an attempted endocardial approach.86,251,262,266 Endocardial mapping in these cases may show a focal endocardial exit that
is actually breakthrough from an epicardial VT origin.74,86 Electrocardiographic criteria that suggest an epicardial origin may help
guide the procedure, although exceptions occur.286 – 288 For VT
with RBBB-like configuration, a slurred upstroke creating the
appearance of a pseudo-delta wave favours an epicardial
origin.288 In LV cardiomyopathies, a Q-wave in leads felt to
reflect the VT exit region may favour an epicardial exit.287
Combined endocardial and epicardial mapping procedures are
feasible and would be expected to reduce the number of procedures required for patients with suspected epicardial
VTs.87,251,289,290 Most investigators feel that epicardial access
should be achieved before systemic anticoagulation. If pericardial
entry is achieved with no bleeding or modest pericardial bleeding
that stops, anticoagulation can be administered to allow endocardial LV mapping, followed by continued monitoring for recurrent
pericardial bleeding. Experience is limited, however, and caution
is warranted. Epicardial mapping and ablation may be useful as a
first procedure when endocardial mapping is not an option due
to intraventricular thrombi.288,291
In patients with coronary artery disease, epicardial ablation
appears to be more frequently required for inferior wall infarct
VTs than for those from anterior wall infarcts.135,166,251,266,290,292
In one series of 14 consecutive patients with prior inferior wall
infarction, a successful epicardial ablation site was found for 7 of
30 VTs (23%).271 Epicardial VTs have been observed in 10% of
post-infarction VTs in another series.290 The risk of recurrent
VT after acutely successful epicardial ablation appears to be low,
although second procedures are occasionally required.266 No
serious complications were reported in these series.
Epicardial mapping and ablation is needed more often in patients
with SMVT associated with dilated, non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy
than in patients with prior infarction, although only a small number
of patients are reported.86,135,166,251,288,292 Voltage maps consistently demonstrate areas of scarring that are often more extensive
on the epicardium than on the endocardium.86,87,251 Epicardial
reentry circuits are frequent in Chagas’ disease.29
Small series and anecdotal reports have also reported successful
ablation of epicardial VTs following a failed endocardial ablation in
patients with idiopathic OT-VTs, VTs originating from the mitral
annulus, the crux of the heart, idiopathic ventricular aneurysms,
ARVD, and non-compaction of the LV.86,135,166,251,288,292 Idiopathic
OT-VTs that are epicardial in location may originate close to the
anterior interventricular vein, great cardiac vein, and middle
cardiac vein; and successful ablation from within these structures
has been reported.164,293,294
Surgical ablation of ventricular tachycardia
With the availability of implantable defibrillators and catheter
ablation, arrhythmia surgery for VT has become uncommon.
Surgery is a reasonable alternative, however, for treatment of
recurrent VT, in patients with prior MI with LV aneurysms,
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particularly if significant coronary disease requiring revascularization is present.295 – 297 Careful patient selection and a centre with
experience are important. Surgery is also an option for selected
patients with VT late after repair of Tetralogy of Fallot and in
some selected patients with non-ischaemic heart disease and difficult to control arrhythmia.298 – 300
Intracoronary ethanol ablation
The feasibility of intracoronary injection of ethanol for VT ablation
was demonstrated in the early 1990s,154,301 – 303 but endocardial or
epicardial catheter ablation is currently preferred. Transcoronary
ethanol ablation may be considered when both endocardial and
epicardial ablation fail to control severely symptomatic, drug
refractory VT.304,305 In a large VT referral centre where this treatment was available, it was used in only 1.4% of VT ablation
procedures.304
Transcoronary ethanol ablation should only be performed in
centres with experience in both VT ablation and ethanol septal
reduction for hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy. A cardiologist experienced in the technique of alcohol ablation should
perform the procedure with an electrophysiologist. Coronary
anatomy must be carefully correlated with endocardial and epicardial mapping studies to select the target branch likely to supply
blood to the reentry circuit.304,306 If VT is haemodynamically tolerated, iced saline can be injected in an attempt to terminate VT,
providing evidence that the vessel supplies the VT circuit. If a coronary target can be identified, a technique similar to that described
for alcohol septal ablation in obstructive cardiomyopathy can been
used.304,307 – 309 Injection of contrast after proximal balloon occlusion of the target branch allows delineation of the region receiving
blood supply from the branch. The presence of collaterals should
be carefully analysed as they may allow spread of ethanol to unintended territories. With the balloon inflated to occlude the branch
proximally and prevent damage from backflow, absolute alcohol
(96%) is slowly injected (typically 1–2 mL over 2 –5 min with
balloon inflation during 10 min) and can be repeated if
needed.304 Control angiography is performed to confirm occlusion
of the distal vessel.
Alcohol ablation has several limitations. There is significant
potential for extensive myocardial damage and complications
including heart block, worsening heart failure, ventricular
rupture, and death.304,310 A satisfactory target vessel cannot
always be identified or cannulated.

VI. Ablation outcomes and
considerations in specific diseases
Prior myocardial infarction
Ventricular tachycardia occurs in 1–2% of patients late after MI,
often after an interval of several years. Early reperfusion of
infarct-related arteries results in less aneurysm formation, smaller
scars, and less extensive electrophysiological abnormalities,311
although a significant risk of late VT (often with rapid cycle
lengths) persists.312 In addition, the number of at-risk patients
with chronic ischaemic cardiomyopathy due to multiple infarctions
and late remodelling has increased due to improvements in long-
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term medical care.313 The mechanism of VT is usually macroreentry;32,54,71 focal non-reentrant mechanisms are responsible for
fewer than 5– 10% of VTs.58
Programmed stimulation induces VT in over 90% of patients with a
history of VT, although the rate and QRS morphology of induced VT
may differ from that observed during spontaneous tachycardia.32,54,71
The link between spontaneous and inducible VT remains incompletely understood. However, the induction of VT signifies the presence
of a fixed anatomic substrate associated with an increased likelihood
of future spontaneous events.32,54,71 Episodes of sustained VT are a
marker for increased mortality and reduce quality of life in patients
who have implanted defibrillators.76 – 80 Antiarrhythmic medications
can reduce the frequency of ICD therapies, but have disappointing
efficacy and side effects.81 – 83 Ablation has an important role for controlling VT in this population.
Post-infarction VT poses several challenges for ablation. The
majority of VTs are haemodynamically unstable and multiple VTs
(an average of 3 per patient) due to separate reentry circuits or
shared areas of slow conduction with variable exits from the
scar are common.32,57,71,105,314 Reentry circuit channels may be
narrow and easily transected with ablation, but can also be relatively broad (.2– 3 cm).54 For these reasons, activation and
entrainment mapping in post-infarction VT have been increasingly
supplemented and/or replaced by substrate mapping approaches.
Outcomes
Patient series reported from single centres vary in disease severity,
stability of VT for mapping, methods for mapping and ablation, and
ablation endpoints. Of 802 patients from 19 centres reported
since 2000, at least one VT was ablated in 72 –96% of
patients and all inducible VTs were ablated in 38 –72%
of patients.53,54,59,62,95,98,99,101,119,129,178,219,250,251,257,258,261,315,316
Procedure-related mortality was 0.5%. For the 13 studies with
mean follow-up of 12 months or more, 50 –88% of patients
were free of any VT, with 30 –100% continuing on previously ineffective antiarrhythmic medications. Mortality during follow-up
ranged from 0 to 32%.
The Multicentre Thermocool Ventricular Tachycardia Ablation
Trial enrolled 231 patients with recurrent VT (median of 11 episodes in the previous 6 months) for ablation with open irrigation
RF guided by an EAM using substrate and/or entrainment
mapping approaches.105 Median LVEF was 0.25, age was 68
years, 62% had a history of heart failure, 70% had failed amiodarone, and 94% had an ICD. Patients had a median of three inducible
VTs and unmappable VT was present in 69% of patients. Ablation
abolished at least one VT in 81% of patients and all VTs in 49% of
patients. During the following 6 months, 51% had recurrent VT.
Although recurrences were common, the frequency of VT was
markedly reduced in a substantial number of patients (Figure 5).
In 142 patients who had ICDs for 6 months before and after ablation, the median number of VT episodes was reduced from 11 to 0;
67% of patients had a . 75% reduction in the frequency of VT episodes. Procedure mortality was 3% with 6 of 7 deaths related to
uncontrollable VT, and one due to tamponade with MI. There
were no strokes or thromboembolic events. Non-fatal complications occurred in 7% of patients, including heart failure, increase
in mitral regurgitation, and vascular access complications. The
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Figure 5 Plot showing the frequency of VT during the
6 months before (blue lines) and after (red lines) ablation for
142 patients with ICDs before and after ablation who survived
6 months (excluding patients with incessant VT). Each line represents an individual patient, arranged by recurrences from greatest (bottom) to fewest (top). The frequency of VT episodes was
reduced by 75% in 67% of patients. Upper boundaries are artificially truncated as indicated at 100 episodes. Reproduced with
permission from Stevenson et al. 105

1-year mortality was 15% with 38% of deaths due to ventricular
arrhythmias and 35% due to heart failure. In multivariable analysis,
lower LVEF, history of atrial fibrillation, recurrence of VT, greater
number of RF lesions, and slower maximum VT cycle length were
markers for increased mortality. The presence of a mappable VT
was associated with decreased mortality. Predictors of recurrent
VT included history of atrial fibrillation, history of heart failure,
and greater number of inducible VTs.
The Euro-VT-Study performed catheter ablation using external
irrigation and EAM in 63 patients at eight centres.106 The population
had a median of 17 VT episodes in the 6 months prior to ablation,
age of 63 years, LVEF 0.28, and 67% had an ICD. An average of three
VTs was inducible; 63% had unmappable VT and 37% had only mappable VT. At least one VT was ablated in 81% of patients; all inducible VTs were abolished in 50% of patients. During follow-up
of 6 months, 51% of patients remained free of any recurrent VT.
Although in patients with recurrences, the mean number of
ICD therapies was decreased from 60 + 70 prior to ablation to
14 + 15 for the 6 months after ablation. There was no procedure
mortality; one patient suffered prolonged cardiac arrest and died
of progressive heart failure 2 months later. Non-fatal adverse
events occurred in 5% of patients included groin haematomas and
pericardial effusions that did not require drainage. There were no
thromboembolic events. After an average follow-up of 12 months,
mortality was 8% and was related to heart failure or cardiac transplantation in three patients, and incessant VT in one patient. The
electrophysiolgical findings did not predict VT recurrence.
In a multicentre trial of 146 patients (82% of whom had coronary artery disease) who had mappable VT and ablation performed
with an internally irrigated catheter; 54% were free of VT during an
average follow-up of 8 months.160 Of those with at least 2 months
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of follow-up, 81% experienced a .75% reduction in VT episodes.
Complications included stroke in four (2.7%) patients, tamponade
in four (2.7%) patients, and MI in one (0.7%) patient. Only one of
the cardiac perforations seemed to be temporally associated with
RF application. Procedure-related mortality was 2.7%.
The Substrate Mapping and Ablation in Sinus Rhythm to Halt
Ventricular Tachycardia (SMASH-VT) multicentre study enrolled
128 patients with prior MI (average age 67 + 9 years; LVEF
0.30 –0.32) who were receiving an initial ICD for VF, unstable
VT, or syncope with inducible VT.102 Patients were randomized
to substrate-based ablation vs. a control group. There was no procedure mortality. During an average follow-up of 23 months, 33%
of the control group, but only 12% of the ablation group, received
appropriate ICD therapy for VT or VF. There was a non-significant
trend to better mortality in the ablation group (9 vs. 17%, P ¼
0.29). Serial assessments of LVEF showed no evidence of a detrimental effect of ablation on ventricular function.
Prophylactic VT ablation in patients with ICDs implanted for
primary or secondary prevention is investigational, and further
trials are needed to assess this approach.
Catheter ablation can be immediately life-saving for patients
with VT storm or incessant VT.105,262,317 – 319 Incessant or frequent
VT is controlled acutely in over 90% of patients. During follow-up,
74 –92% remain free of incessant VT or VT storm, although single
episodes of VT recur in approximately a third of patients.
Recommendations
In patients with SMVT due to healed MI, methods for guiding ablation are now well defined. Even in the relatively ill populations
referred after failing multiple antiarrhythmic drugs, procedure mortality and morbidity are acceptable. Ablation usually reduces the frequency of VT episodes, although isolated recurrences remain a risk.
Although mortality from heart failure is a concern, this appears to be
related largely to the severity of underlying heart disease. The use of
mapping methods to maintain RF lesions in low-voltage regions of
scar is recommended to reduce the risk of damage to functioning
myocardium. In view of these considerations, the task force
members felt that ablation should generally be considered relatively
early, before multiple recurrences of VT and repeated courses of
drug therapy. Recommendations are summarized in Table 2.

Non-ischaemic-dilated cardiomyopathy
Sustained monomorphic ventricular tachycardia is not common in
non-ischaemic-dilated cardiomyopathies, but 80% of those that
occur are due to scar-related reentry, with the remainder due to
bundle branch reentry or a focal origin.21,86,251,320 Scars are probably due to progressive replacement fibrosis. Compared with postinfarction VT, areas of scar are smaller, but patients who present
with SMVT typically have multiple morphologies of VT inducible.
Magnetic resonance imaging with delayed Gd enhancement and
voltage mapping demonstrates that scars are often adjacent to a
valve annulus.139,320 Transmural scar is rare and intramural scars
are common. These features likely account for the general perception that ablation of VT is more difficult when compared with that
in the post-MI population. When endocardial ablation fails, epicardial mapping usually shows that more extensive scar is present in
the epicardium.21,86,139
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Catheter ablation employs the approaches for scar-related VT
after exclusion of bundle branch reentry. Data are from small
single-centre series.21,86,139 In a series of 19 patients with recurrent
SMVT due to dilated cardiomyopathy, endocardial ablation abolished all inducible VT in 14 patients.139 After a follow-up of
22 + months, five patients were alive without VT recurrence. In
a series of 22 patients, epicardial mapping and ablation was performed if endocardial ablation failed.86 Scar-related reentry circuits
were identified in the endocardium in 12 patients and in the epicardium in all 7 who underwent epicardial mapping after failed endocardial ablation. At least one VT was abolished in 16 of 22 patients
and all VTs were abolished in 12 of 22 patients. During a mean
follow-up of 334 days, VT recurred in 46% of patients, one
patient died of heart failure, and cardiac transplantation was performed in two patients. Ablation can be life-saving in patients
with incessant VT or VT storm.262,266 In these small series, no
serious complications were reported, although septal ablation produced anticipated AV block in one patient.
Recommendations for ablation are as stated for ablation of VT
associated with structural heart disease in Table 2.

Surgically repaired congenital
heart disease
Congenital heart defects occur in almost 1% of live births; 30–50%
require surgery during early childhood.321,322 Life expectancy has
steadily improved, but sudden cardiac death (SCD) remains the
most common cause of late mortality.323 Ventricular scars from
ventriculotomy or patches create the substrate for scar-related
reentry.36,39,324 Focal VT has also been reported.127 Myocardial
hypertrophy occurs in a variety of malformations and also likely
contributes to arrhythmia risk. The prevalence of VT after repair
of Tetralogy of Fallot ranges between 3 and 14%, with a risk for
SCD estimated at 2% per decade.321,325 – 329
The approach to catheter ablation of SMVT is as described for
scar-related VTs.330,331 Physicians undertaking these procedures
should be familiar with the anatomic complexities that are a
major challenge. Knowledge of the details of the surgical repair,
usually available in the operation report, is helpful. Imaging with
angiography and echocardiography and integration of MRI or CT
images to enhance the anatomic definition may be helpful.331
Identification of the region of scar and a substrate mapping
approach to identify channels has been described.331
Data are from case reports and small patient series.104,127,330 – 337
Initial studies demonstrated feasibility of mapping and ablation, but
late recurrences of VTs that were not observed at the time of the
procedure and high recurrence in patients with unmappable VT
were noted.330,336 A report using substrate mapping approaches
after Tetralogy of Fallot or ventricular septal defect repairs
described common isthmuses supporting reentry between the tricuspid or pulmonic valve annuli and scar or patch in the septum or
RV free wall that could be targeted for ablation.331 In 11 patients,
15 different VTs were inducible. Ablation abolished all inducible
VTs. During an average follow-up of 30 months, 91% of patients
were free of VT. In a series of 10 patients with Tetralogy of
Fallot mapping with the non-contact electrode array demonstrated
macroreentry in 11 of 13 induced VT.127 Ablation was performed
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in eight patients, six of whom were free of VT during follow-up.127
In these small series, no serious complications were reported.
Recommendations for catheter ablation are as stated for VT
associated with structural heart disease in Table 2.

Right ventricular disease
Right ventricular diseases causing VT are infrequent. Arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy is probably the
most common cause and has a prevalence of 1 in 5000.338
Arrhythmogenic right ventricular dysplasia/cardiomyopathy is
characterized by fibrofatty replacement of myocardium within
the so-called triangle of dysplasia which encompasses the RV
inflow, outflow, and apex. Septal and LV involvement has been
described.338 Scar-related reentry is the most common cause of
SMVT and is an important feature that helps distinguish these
VTs from idiopathic RVOT VT, which is focal. Focal VTs in
ARVD/C have been described,100 although some of these cases
may represent epicardial reentry with a focal endocardial breakthrough. Cardiac sarcoidosis with RV involvement can mimic
ARVD/C.27 Non-ischaemic cardiomyopathy and MI also cause
some RV scar-related VTs.339
The methods for mapping and ablation are as for scar-related VTs;
activation mapping, entrainment mapping, substrate mapping, and
combined approaches have been used.23,28,100,201,315,340 As in
infarct-related VTs, large scars and reentry circuits with extensive
areas of abnormal electrograms, evidence of slow conduction, and
bystander regions occur. Reentry paths are commonly located
along the tricuspid valve annulus or pulmonary annulus. A strategy
aiming to transect an isthmus by extending ablation lesions from
the annulus to a region of scar has been used.23,28,340 Irrigated RF
ablation catheters are favoured as trabeculated and annular
regions where cooling from circulating blood flow is low can limit
power application. Attention to power titration and monitoring
impedance is recommended due to concern for risk of perforation
when ablating in the free wall of the RV. The reentry substrate is epicardial in an undefined, but important number of patients, consistent
with the fact that ARVD/C involvement usually starts in the epicardium. Epicardial ablation has been successfully used after failure of
endocardial ablation.135,288,341 Electrocardiographic criteria
suggesting epicardial VT locations for the LV do not apply to RV
tachycardias and pace mapping suggests that epicardial locations of
OT VTs cannot be predicted from the QRS configuration, but Q
waves or QS complexes suggest an epicardial origin for VTs in
other locations.286
In reported series of RV scar-related VT, abolition of inducible
VT is achieved in 41–88% of patients.23,28,100,103,126,315,340,342,343
During average follow-ups of 11 –24 months, VT recurs in 11 –
83% of patients, with some series observing a significant incidence
of late recurrences increasing with time.315,340 The variable outcomes likely reflect progression of disease, and the inclusion of
different causes of myopathy, as most did not include genetic analysis, and different ablation strategies employed. In addition, epicardial mapping and ablation was generally not employed. Serious
complications are infrequent, but the risk of perforation and tamponade is expected to be increased in areas where the RV is
thinned, and this complication has been reported.178
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Catheter ablation in ARVC/D can reduce frequent episodes of VT
but long-term follow-up has demonstrated a continued risk of recurrence.315,340 Recommendations for ablation are as stated for ablation for VT associated with structural heart disease in the
Indications section above. Further studies are needed to clarify the
role and benefit for epicardial mapping and ablation. There is also
a need to better define the characteristics of patients who are
likely to have long-term benefit from catheter ablation of VT.

Depressed ventricular function associated
with frequent ventricular ectopy
Very frequent PVCs can result in a reversible form of cardiomyopathy, but cardiomyopathy can also cause PVCs; often, it is not
clear that the PVCs are the cause of LV dysfunction. Negative inotropic effects of some antiarrhythmic drugs may also contribute to
ventricular dysfunction. The critical number of PVCs and the time
course required to cause a cardiomyopathy are not known. A PVC
burden of .20% is present in most patients, but some patients
have as few as 5% PVCs on a single 24 h Holter recording.344,345
The duration over which PVCs must be present to cause cardiomyopathy is not clear and difficult to assess because PVCs are
asymptomatic in a substantial number of patients. Triggered activity
and automaticity are probably the most common mechanisms of
focal PVCs in this setting. Reentry is unlikely in patients without
scar, but has been documented in post-infarction models.346 Premature ventricular complexes in the setting of prior MI frequently
originate from scar areas and may share QRS morphology features
of post-infarction VT, suggesting that reentry might be their
cause.347 Ablation is guided by activation mapping. Pace mapping
can be used if PVCs are not frequent, but is probably less
accurate.234,348,349
Data are from small case series. In one series of consecutive
patients with decreased LV function attributed to PVCs from a
variety of different origins, the overall success rate of ablation
was 82%.344 Premature ventricular complexes originated from
the RVOT in half the patients; other sites of origin included the
LV, the coronary cusps, and the pulmonary artery. Success is
likely to be greater when only RVOT PVCs are present.345 Ventricular function improved following ablation.
Catheter ablation is recommended for patients with frequent
PVCs or NSVTs when they are presumed to cause ventricular dysfunction. At the time of the ablation procedure, it is often not clear
whether the frequent PVCs are causing LV dysfunction. Assessment of LV function during follow-up helps to clarify whether a
cardiomyopathic process is present or whether PVCs resulted in
a decline of LV function. To assess the contribution of PVCs to
ventricular dysfunction, pharmacological suppression, such as by
amiodarone therapy, may be considered, but the utility of this
approach and duration of therapy required have not been
defined. Multiple morphologies of PVCs are likely to reduce procedural success. The role for pre-procedural identification and
quantification of a predominant PVC (for example, by performing
a 12-lead Holter) warrants further study. In the absence of a predominant PVC morphology, medical management should be
considered.

Bundle branch reentry
Bundle branch reentrant tachycardia (BBRT) accounts for 5% of
SMVTs induced during programmed ventricular stimulation in
patients with heart disease.17,65,350 The reentry wavefront circulates retrogradely up one bundle branch (most commonly the
left bundle) and down the other (most commonly the right
bundle), giving rise to VT that usually has a typical left bundle
branch block (LBBB) configuration that can be the same as the
QRS configuration during sinus rhythm.17,65,350 Right bundle
branch block configuration tachycardias occur when the left
bundle is used anterogradely, or are due to interfascicular
reentry tachycardia involving both fascicles of the left-sided Purkinje system that may coexist with bundle branch
reentry.17,67,355 – 357 In these RBBB tachycardias, right axis deviation
indicates antegrade activation over left anterior fascicle and retrograde over the left posterior fascicle; and left axis deviation occurs
when the circuit revolves in the opposite direction.358 The tachycardia cycle length is usually ,300 ms; near syncope, syncope, or
cardiac arrest are common presentations.
Substantial His-Purkinje system disease is usually present associated
with ventricular dysfunction usually due to coronary artery disease,
valvular heart disease, or cardiomyopathy.22,65,351,357,359 – 364
Cases due to sodium channel blockade with flecainide365,366 and
isolated conduction system disease have been described. During
sinus rhythm, the 12-lead ECG characteristically shows nonspecific interventricular conduction delay or LBBB and the HV
interval is typically, but not always, prolonged.65,351,357,360,361,363,367
The VT can usually be induced by programmed RV stimulation;
induction may occur with LV stimulation, short–long–short extrastimuli sequences, isoproterenol infusion, sodium channel blockade, atrial stimulation, or an irregular rhythm from atrial
fibrillation or flutter.65,357,368 Bundle branch reentrant tachycardia
is confirmed by evidence linking the Purkinje system to the reentry
circuit in His bundle and or right or left bundle recordings. During
entrainment from the RV apex, the post-pacing interval –VT cycle
length difference is typically 30 ms or less.369
Drug therapy is usually ineffective. Catheter ablation is a firstline therapy and successful in 100%.357,360,361 The right bundle
branch is the preferred ablation target. Even in patients with baseline LBBB, right bundle ablation does not usually produce heart
block, but back-up bradycardia pacing is required in 30% of
patients.357,360,361,367 Ablation of the left bundle branch may be
considered when LBBB is present during sinus rhythm, but is
more difficult and has risks of left heart catheterization. There is
concern that LBBB may be more likely to adversely affect ventricular function than RBBB. Long-term outcome depends on the
underlying cardiac disease. Despite successful BBRT ablation,
many patients remain at risk of sudden death due to concomitant
scar-related VTs and/or LV dysfunction. An ICD with or without
cardiac resynchronization should be considered according to the
current guidelines.

Special considerations for patients with
implanted defibrillators
Patients undergoing catheter ablation of VT often have a previously
implanted ICD or will undergo device implantation after ablation.
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For patients with incessant VT or electrical storm, an ECG can
often be obtained to identify the QRS morphology of clinical
monomorphic VT or the PVCs initiating PMVT. When the indication for ablation is recurrent ICD shocks or antitachycardia
pacing therapies, a 12-lead electrocardiogram of the VT may not
be available. In such cases, stored intracardiac electrograms
provide a measurement of the VT cycle length, although only
minimal clues to the morphology of the clinical VT, limiting
ability to identify clinical VTs, particularly when multiple VT morphologies are inducible. It must be recognized that RF ablation
may affect both the myocardial VT substrate and the pacing and
sensing functions of an ICD; both of these aspects must be considered. Because programmed electrical stimulation and RF
current are sensed by ICDs, these devices must be reprogrammed
prior to the ablation procedure to prevent oversensing and unintended delivery of antitachycardia therapies. Tachycardia detection
zones must be programmed ‘off’ once the patient has been connected to an external defibrillator and personnel are available
for monitoring of the patient. The ICD can still be used to
deliver commanded shocks to terminate VT that is not interrupted
by overdrive pacing. For patients who are pacemaker-dependent,
the noise reversion response of the ICD should be programmed
to an asynchronous mode before RF current is applied. For
patients who are not pacemaker-dependent, the ICD is usually
programmed to asynchronous noise reversion mode at a low
pacing rate. Stimulation thresholds and intracardiac electrogram
amplitudes should be measured before and after ablation to
ensure appropriate pacing and sensing by the ICD. In addition,
because RF current can result in an increase in the stimulation
threshold of a previously implanted lead, the pacing thresholds
should be measured and the stimulus amplitude programmed to
anticipate a rise in threshold. If the electrogram amplitude is relatively low (,3 mV), induction of VF may be indicated to ensure
effective sensing by the ICD after ablation. Following the ablation
procedure, tachycardia detection must be reprogrammed ‘on’
and the antitachycardia therapies tailored to the results of final
programmed electrical stimulation. Fluoroscopic confirmation of
stable lead position after ablation may also be warranted. Some
centres administer prophylactic antibiotics at the time of ablation
in patients who have an ICD, even long after implantation; but
many centres do not use antibiotic prophylaxis and infections
related to catheter ablation appear to be rare.
Catheter ablation may affect several factors requiring consideration: (i) the indication for ICD implantation; (ii) the rate of VT
that may require reprogramming of VT detection zones and
maximum tracking rates for pacing;370 (iii) the addition or discontinuation of antiarrhythmic drugs that will affect the rate of recurrent VT or other arrhythmias and the defibrillation
threshold;82,83,371 (iv) sensing of VT or VF by the ICD; (v) the
response of VT to antitachycardia pacing algorithms; (vi) the
requirement for reprogramming of ICD discrimination algorithms;370 (vii) the need for continued ICD therapy possibly allowing explantation of the device; and (viii) the potential loss of pacing
if, for example, a pacing lead is dislodged or ablation in the vicinity
increases pacing threshold.
In general, the results of catheter ablation of VT should have
little influence on the indications for ICD implantation. However,
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the function of the ICD may influence the decision to proceed
with catheter ablation. For example, biventricular pacing may
sometimes induce incessant VT.372 In this situation, the risks and
benefits of resynchronization therapy must be weighed against
those of catheter ablation. Most patients who have VT related to
structural heart disease will continue to have a standard indication
for ICD therapy for primary prevention.373 Even when all VTs have
been rendered non-inducible by ablation, the recurrence rate
remains substantial so that secondary prophylaxis remains indicated.374,375 One potential exception is when an ICD has been
implanted to treat idiopathic monomorphic VT such as from the
RVOT or LVOT in the absence of structural heart disease. In
these patients, explantation or deactivation of a previously
implanted ICD may be considered if catheter ablation has successfully eliminated VT. However, an observation period is warranted
after ablation and great care should be taken to exclude structural
heart disease in these individuals.

VII. Idiopathic ventricular
tachycardias
Idiopathic VT refers to VTs that occur in the absence of clinically
apparent structural heart disease. These VTs occasionally occur in
patients with structural heart disease, in whom the structural heart
disease is not related to the VT. When frequent, they can be a
cause of depressed ventricular function as a form of
tachycardia-induced cardiomyopathy. Sudden death is rare, and
therapy for idiopathic VTs is largely guided by symptoms. Ablation
is a relatively effective option. Risks depend on the location of the
VT origin. Indications for ablation are as summarized in the Indication section above, with addition discussion below.

Idiopathic outflow tract ventricular
tachycardias
The region of RVOT and LVOT is the most common origin of idiopathic VT and PVCs, accounting for 10% of all patients referred
for evaluation of VT.14,376 – 388 More than 70–80% of these arrhythmias originate from the RVOT.389 Other origins include the pulmonary artery, near the bundle of His, the LVOT, the aortic sinuses of
Valsalva, the coronary sinus (CS) and cardiac veins, the mitral and
tricuspid valve annuli, and the epicardium.12,41,149,164,233,378,390 – 399
Although idiopathic focal OT-VT usually occurs in patients with
no structural heart disease, MRI has shown subtle areas of diminished wall motion and suggested that mild structural abnormalities
may be present.400 – 405 These tachycardias have a focal origin, and
findings consistent with triggered activity (see the Mechanism
section), including initiation by burst pacing and isoproterenol
administration.377,400,406
Idiopathic focal OT-VT typically presents between ages 20 and 50
years and occurs more frequently in women;407 hormonal triggers
may influence occurrences.381,408 There are two typical forms:
exercise- (stress-) induced VT and repetitive monomorphic VT
occurring at rest. Repetitive salvos of NSVT are frequent, comprising
60 –92% of reported series, but incessant VT occasionally occurs.
Paroxysmal sustained VT, separated by relatively long intervals of
infrequent premature ventricular beats is less common.409 Episodes
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tend to increase in frequency and duration during exercise and
emotional stress. Thus, an exercise test may provoke focal OT-VT
either during exercise or in the recovery phase. In a significant
number of patients, exercise suppresses the arrhythmia.5,410
The typical QRS morphology during idiopathic focal OT-VT
shows LBBB configuration with an inferior (right or left) axis. Premature beats or the first beat of VT usually has a relatively long
coupling interval to the preceding QRS-complex.411 – 413 The
QRS duration is usually ,140 ms and a QRS duration .120 ms
in lead I suggests RV dysplasia rather than idiopathic VT.410 Ventricular tachycardia is monomorphic; however, the QRS morphology
may vary slightly during tachycardia. Multiple distinct VT morphologies are very rare and should raise the suspicion that a scarrelated VT, rather than idiopathic VT, is present.342,379,382,414
Although idiopathic focal OT-VT has a benign course, potentially malignant forms of VT that resemble idiopathic focal
OT-VT may also arise from the OT region, including VT in
ARVC,342,376,415,416 polymorphic catecholminergic VT,388 VT/VF
in Brugada syndrome,14 and also idiopathic PMVT/
VF.380,387,400,413,417 It is important to differentiate these arrhythmias from idiopathic focal OT-VT. All patients presenting with
OT-VT require an evaluation for organic heart diseases or
genetic syndromes associated with sudden death. The ECG
during sinus rhythm is usually normal, but 10% of patients with
OT-VT show complete or incomplete RBBB.410 T-wave inversion
in the anterior precordial leads suggests ARVD.418 A Brugada type
ECG, findings of reduced LV or RV function, PMVT or multiple VT
morphologies, a history of recurrent syncope, or a family history of
SCD mandate further detailed evaluation. An exercise test and
cardiac imaging (usually at least echocardiography) should be
done in all patients. Left and/or right heart catheterization may
be warranted. Invasive electrophysiological study is usually not
necessary to establish a diagnosis.
The success of ablation depends on the presence of spontaneous or inducible VT or PVCs at the time of the procedure.
All antiarrhythmic medications should be discontinued for at
least five half-lives before the procedure. Sedation can decrease
spontaneous or inducible arrhythmia, but in many patients, mild
sedation and adequate analgesia do not prevent spontaneous or
provoked VT.381 In addition to diagnostic electrode catheters at
the RV apex, assessing activation on catheters at the His bundle
position and in the great cardiac vein via the CS can be helpful
in suggesting the origin.419 If spontaneous PVCs or VT are
absent, programmed stimulation and burst pacing with or
without isoproterenol infusion should be performed. Careful catheter manipulation during mapping should seek to avoid mechanical
trauma that may transiently abolish the arrhythmia.
Analysis of the surface ECG morphology of PVCs or OT-VT is a
cornerstone to localize the site of origin.5,385 Recording of spontaneous or induced OT-PVC or OT-VT in the EP laboratory is important to direct the procedure and guide pace mapping.
Electrocardiographic recordings from outside the EP laboratory
may not allow sufficient precision for pace mapping due to differences
in patient posture and lead position during the recording. Premature
ventricular complexes with the same morphology as VT are an acceptable target if VT is not inducible. In the absence of spontaneous or
inducible clinical arrhythmia, catheter ablation should be avoided.
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Precise localization of the VT origin from its QRS morphology is
limited by the close anatomic relations of RVOT, LVOT, and great
vessels.2 – 4,6,41,349,384,389,391,396,398,410,420 – 424 Ventricular tachycardia arising from RVOT typically shows an R/S transition zone in
the precordial leads at V4, whereas an R/S transition at V1 or
V2 indicates an LV origin.6,384,391,410 An R/S transition at V3 is compatible with RV or LV origin.4,6,41,384,391,414,421,422,424 – 426 A longer
time to maximum deflection in the precordial leads suggests an
epicardial origin.293 A broad R-wave in V1 or V2 suggests an
aortic cusp origin.41,427
Precise localization for ablation is guided by activation mapping,
pace mapping, or a combination of both methods. Mapping should
begin in the RVOT (including the pulmonary artery), followed by
the great cardiac vein, and then LVOT and aortic cusps. Epicardial
mapping is occasionally necessary. Most epicardial OT-VTs originate at or close to the superior CS and the cardiac
veins.164,293,392,427 Mapping of the great cardiac vein is recommended before epicardial mapping by pericardial puncture.
Right ventricular outflow tract tachycardia
The focal VT origin can be identified from activation and/or pace
mapping.4,381,385,410 Systematic point-by-point activation mapping
is the initial preferred technique.233,234,385,409 Some investigators
use three-dimensional EAM systems to assist in relating the
anatomy to the mapping data.4,124,125,233,381,385,428 – 430 In the
RVOT, bipolar electrograms typically have normal amplitude (e.g.
.1.5 mV) and are sharp, without fragmentation. Activation at
the site of successful catheter ablation precedes the onset of the
surface QRS complex by 10–60 ms.379,389,390,431,432 The bipolar
electrogram may display high-frequency low-voltage activity preceding the main local ventricular electrogram component. Ventricular tachycardia occasionally originates from muscle bundles
extending along the pulmonary artery, where low-amplitude
signals are recorded.4,396 Unipolar electrograms show a sharp
QS-morphology with a sharp intrinsic deflection indicating the activation moving away from the mapping electrode.433
Although activation mapping is the strategy of first choice, pace
mapping can be used to identify a region of interest and then refine
position based on activation, and can be the major guide to the
ablation site when spontaneous arrhythmia is infrequent. Pace
mapping should be done at the VT rate. A site where pacing
exactly reproduces the 12-lead ECG of the spontaneous or
induced VT should be sought.385,434 The spatial resolution of
pace mapping is limited and in some patients a perfect pace
map is seen at sites up to 2 cm away from the VT
orgin.233,234,349,381,385 Pacing at stimulus strengths only slightly
greater than threshold is desirable to avoid capture over a large
area that may reduce accuracy.
Radiofrequency ablation with solid 4 mm tip electrodes at
maximal temperatures of 50 –708C and power settings of
50 W is usually sufficient for ablation when mapping is adequate
(see the Technologies section). Use of 8 mm electrodes with
higher power or irrigated electrodes is usually not necessary.
Avoiding steam pops from high-power ablation is particularly desirable to avoid perforation when ablation is performed in the RVOT.
There are no controlled or multicentre trials of ablation. In
reported case series, acute success rate of RF catheter ablation
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of RVOT-VT is 65–97% and typically exceeds 80%; recurrence of
arrhythmia has been reported in up to 5% after acutely successful
ablation.2,6,178,342,349,381,390,394,395,406,435,436 Failure is usually due to
inability to induce the arrhythmia for mapping. Complications are
rare, but perforation and tamponade are reported and ablation
of foci near the His bundle region can result in heart block.398
The leftward posterior aspect of the RVOT is only 4 mm from
the left main coronary artery, such that there is a theoretical risk
of coronary artery injury with ablation in that aspect of the
RVOT and pulmonary artery, that would likely be increased with
the use of high-power, irrigated ablation.152
Left ventricular outflow ventricular tachycardias
Left ventricular outflow tachycardias can originate from the
superior basal region of the left interventricular septum, LV free
wall, aortic sinuses of Valsalva, or the LV epicardium. Small case
series demonstrate feasibility of ablation for most of these VTs
and suggest acceptable risk. However, left heart catheterization
is required, introducing risks of thromboembolism, coronary arterial injury, and aortic valve injury.
Left ventricular outflow tract tachycardias that originate from
the endocardium near the aortic annulus have a QRS with an
inferior axis and may have an earlier precordial transition to positive R-wave, sometimes with prominent R-waves in V1 or V2,
when compared with RVOT tachycardia.4,378,406,437 – 439 The
approach to mapping and ablation is similar to that for the
RVOT tachycardias. Heart block, aortic valve, and coronary
artery injury are potential risks. Feasibility of ablation has been
shown in small case series and anecdotal reports.4,378,406,437 – 439
Aortic cusp ventricular tachycardias
Ventricular tachycardia originating from extension of ventricular
myocardium above the aortic annulus that required ablation
from within the sinuses of Valsalva accounted for 17 and 21% of
idiopathic OT-VTs in two recent series of 155 and 352 patients,
respectively.2,440 The majority are ablated from the left coronary
cusp, followed in frequency by the right coronary cusp, the junction between the right and left coronary cusp, and rarely the noncoronary cusp. Activation mapping typically shows a twocomponent electrogram with the earliest deflection preceding
the QRS complex by an average of 39 ms, but sometimes
.50 ms.41,427,440,441 Pace mapping in the aortic sinus may
require high output and is less likely to reproduce the VT QRS
compared with pace mapping for endocardial VTs.
Small case series have shown feasibility of successful ablation
without reported significant complications.41,427,440,441 The potential for acute occlusion of the left main or right coronary arteries is
a major concern. The proximity of the coronary ostia to the ablation site must be defined by coronary angiography or ICE by an
experienced operator.422 Sites of successful ablation are typically
.8 mm below the coronary artery ostia. Injury to the aortic
valve is theoretically possible.163,421 Titration of energy beginning
at low power is reasonable.
Epicardial outflow tract ventricular tachycardias
Percutaneous epicardial mapping and ablation is useful in selected
patients. Epicardial foci cause VTs with a longer interval from QRS
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onset to earliest maximal deflection in the precordial leads, consistent with late access of the wavefront to the endocardial Purkinje system.293 The VT focus may be adjacent to the great
cardiac vein that can be cannulated via the CS, allowing successful
ablation via this route.164,392,442 These VTs have also been ablated
via percutaneous pericardial access.293 The risk of coronary injury
when the focus is adjacent to a coronary artery is a major concern.
The overlying left atrial appendage can also be an anatomic
obstacle to ablation.439 When proximity to epicardial coronary
artery precludes catheter ablation, a direct surgical approach can
be an option.293 Feasibility of ablation has been shown in small
case series and anecdotal reports, but risks and benefits are not
well defined.

Mitral annulus ventricular tachycardia
Focal VT from the mitral annulus accounted for 5% of idiopathic
VTs in one series.2 Ventricular tachycardia has RBBB or RS
pattern in V1 and monophasic-R or RS pattern in leads V2–V6.
Endocardial ablation is usually successful; ablation from within
the CS may occasionally be required.2,395 Feasibility of ablation
has been shown in small case series and anecdotal reports, but
risks and benefits are not well defined.

Other locations
Successful ablation of focal idiopathic VTs originating from the tricuspid annulus, papillary muscles, and occasionally at other ventricular sites has been described in case reports and small
series.3,149,394

Intrafascicular verapamil-sensitive
reentrant tachycardia
Intrafascicular verapamil-sensitive reentrant tachycardia typically
presents as exercise-related VT between the ages of 15 and 40
years; 60– 80% of patients are male.2,69,123,383,443 – 446 Ventricular
tachycardia has an RBBB configuration with rS complexes in the
mid-precordial leads. The mechanism is reentry in or near portions
of Purkinje fascicles of the left bundle. More than 80% of these VTs
have exits near the posterior fascicles of the left bundle, causing a
superior frontal plane axis. Occasionally, VT has an inferior axis,
suggesting an exit in the vicinity of the anterior fascicle. An area
of rounded-appearing potentials in diastole during VT and sinus
rhythm is present in the inferoseptal region that appears to indicate a slow conduction region that is sensitive to verapamil
appears to be involved in the circuit.93,447 Ablation targets
sharp potentials near the circuit exit or the diastolic potentials.69,93,123,383,444 – 446,448 Mechanical trauma from catheter
manipulation often terminates VT and prevents reinitiation. Ablation then targets the site of mechanical termination, low amplitude,
or diastolic sinus rhythm potentials, or creates a line of lesions
through this region.93,123,443
Of 103 patients reported in 10 series, the overall success rate of
ablation was .95%.69,123,383,443 – 446,448 Although complications
related to left heart catheterization and are expected, no serious
complications were reported. Left posterior hemiblock has been
observed when a line of RF lesions was placed through the posterior septal region.123
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Polymorphic ventricular tachycardia
and ventricular fibrillation
Polymorphic VT and VF may present as an arrhythmia storm and, in
this uncommon instance, may be considered for catheter ablation.
The prevalence of VT/VF storms in ICD patients is 20%,449
whereas idiopathic VF is estimated to represent 5–10% of SCD
cases.450 – 452 b-Adrenergic blockers, various antiarrhythmic drugs
including amiodarone, procainamide, and lidocaine and even
general anaesthesia can be effective.453,454 Catheter ablation can
play a crucial role when drugs fail and has been described for the
following conditions: post-MI,317 Brugada syndrome,380 long QT
syndrome,380 RVOT ectopy,455 and idiopathic VF.455
These PMVTs likely have various mechanisms. After MI, afterdepolarizations and triggered activity from Purkinje fibres in the
infarct region may cause premature ventricular beats that initiate
PMVT/VF.317 In the Brugada and long QT syndromes, and some
rare idiopathic VF patients, closely coupled monomorphic ectopic
beats from the LV or RV Purkinje network or from the RVOT
may lead to PMVT/VF.380 Patients with idiopathic VF typically have
isolated premature ventricular beats, best appreciated immediately
following resuscitation. Premature beats with a positive QRS morphology in lead V1 are from the LV and tend to be polymorphic
but with a characteristically short QRS duration often in the range
of 115 ms. Conversely, premature beats with a negative QRS
morphology in lead V1 are typically from the RV and have a significantly longer QRS duration.
Feasibility of ablation targeting the initiating PVCs that trigger
PMVT/VF has been demonstrated in small series.455 Mapping
requires frequent ventricular ectopy and is best performed at
the time of arrhythmia storm. Ablation is not feasible when triggering ectopic sources cannot be identified. In the absence of arrhythmia storm, provocative manoeuvres including the use of
isoproterenol or extrastimuli are not usually helpful. Pace
mapping can be used in cases of monomorphic ventricular
ectopy where a clear 12-lead recording of the ectopic beat has
been recorded. Activation mapping is the most widely used technique. Targeting ectopy from the Purkinje system, in the syndromes above or after MI, a low-amplitude and high-frequency
signal (Purkinje potential), which precedes and is closely coupled
to the ventricular signal, is recorded at the successful site. The endpoint of ablation is the abolition of the local Purkinje potentials and
suppression of the targeted ventricular ectopic beats including
during provocation with isoprenaline and pacing. Mapping and ablation of triggers in the RVOT is identical to that for idiopathic OT
tachycardias described above.380
The reported series demonstrate feasibility. However, these
results were obtained in small series from expert centres. The
success rate for ablation of VF storm following MI was 100% in
four patients at 5, 6, 14, and 33 months follow-up.317 In a multicentre study of 27 patients with idiopathic VF and malignant RVOT VT,
89% of patients were free from recurrent PMVT/VF at 24 months
(27 patients).455 In seven patients with PMVT related to Brugada
and long QT syndromes, all remained free of PMVT/VF during
17 months of follow-up.380 There were no serious complications.
Catheter ablation is recommended for recurrent PMVT and VF
that is refractory to antiarrhythmic therapy when there is a

suspected trigger that can be targeted for ablation. This is a challenging procedure and should be performed only in experienced
centres. Success is facilitated by very frequent ventricular ectopy
to facilitate mapping, often necessitating that the procedure be
performed emergently when the arrhythmia is active.

VIII. Training and institutional
requirements and competencies
Catheter mapping and ablation in patients with potentially lifethreatening ventricular arrhythmias is a challenging procedure
that requires advanced technical and manual skills. Strategies,
methods, and technology are evolving rapidly, and training and
operator level requirements will change over time. Ventricular
tachycardia ablation procedures should be performed in experienced, adequately equipped centres that have a dedicated electrophysiology programme that offers appropriate patient assessment
and selection, treatment strategies, and follow-up after ablation.
The procedure should be performed by a fully trained cardiac electrophysiologist. Technical skills are even more demanding for epicardial VT ablation procedures, which should only be performed
by physicians with considerable experience with VT ablation.

Training requirements
In comparison with other ablation procedures, VT ablation procedures are more often performed in patients with serious underlying heart disease and are associated with a significant risk of
complications and possibility for haemodynamic deterioration.105
Physicians entering training programmes that include VT ablation
must be familiar with current cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) techniques. Trainees should be familiar with ablation procedures for supraventricular tachycardias and should comply
with the requirements specified in the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association 2006 update of the clinical
competence statement on invasive electrophysiology studies, catheter ablation, and cardioversion.456
Training for VT ablation should include the following:
(i) Selection of patients who may benefit from an ablation
procedure.
(ii) Thorough knowledge of the anatomy of the ventricles, the
valvular apparatus, and the coronary vasculature.
(iii) Knowledge of the different mechanisms potentially causing
ventricular arrhythmias.
(iv) Knowledge of other treatment modalities (including antiarrhythmic drugs, implantable defibrillators, and surgery).
(v) Cardiac haemodynamics and the potential deleterious
haemodynamic effects of ventricular arrhythmias.
(vi) Recognition, prevention, and management of complications.
(vii) Current strategies, methods, and technology for VT ablation
procedures, including state of the art imaging techniques.
(viii) How to perform structured patient screening, selection,
treatment, and follow-up.
(ix) Technical skills.
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Selection of patients who may benefit from
an ablation procedure
Although VT ablation is an option for an increasing number of
patients with a variety of cardiac diseases and range of disease
severities, the procedure has significant risks and many patients
are not candidates. The trainee must learn how to assess risks
and benefits in selecting patients for VT ablation procedures.
Training must include counselling patients about the risks and
potential benefits of ablation as well as alternative therapies.
Patients should only be treated after considering all possible treatment options.

Thorough knowledge of the anatomy
Detailed knowledge of the anatomy of the ventricles (including the
conduction system), the valvular system, and the coronary arteries
and veins is mandatory for performing VT ablation procedures.
This knowledge is necessary to obtain safe access to the area of
interest, because VT may arise from anatomically complex
regions and because anatomy is an important determination of
risks to the vasculature, His-Purkinje system, coronary arteries,
phrenic nerves, and valves.

Knowledge of ventricular arrhythmia mechanisms
The VT mechanism often determines the mapping approach.
Knowledge of VT mechanisms is necessary, including knowledge
of the different pacing and pharmacological manoeuvres that
help discriminate between the different mechanisms. Expert
knowledge in interpretation of the 12-lead ECG, not only to discriminate between SVT and VT, but also to determine potential
sites of VT origin and to be able to interpret pace-mapping data,
is required.

Knowledge of other therapies (including antiarrhythmic
drugs, implantable defibrillators, and surgery)
Many patients will not be suitable candidates for VT ablation or
may be adequately treated with other therapies. Furthermore,
the patient’s course may evolve to require combinations of therapies. Detailed knowledge of pharmacological, surgical, and devicebased therapies for VT is required. Ventricular tachycardia ablation
should be part of an integrated treatment protocol for patients
with structural heart disease. The trainee should be taught to
work with surgeons, interventional cardiologists, and heart failure
specialists with the goal of achieving the best outcome for the
patient.

Assessment of cardiac performance and the potential
deleterious effects of ventricular arrhythmias
on haemodynamic stability
Haemodynamic consequences of ventricular arrhythmias vary from
minimal to catastrophic. The ability to assess haemodynamics and
an understanding of the potential effects of VT are required.
Knowledge and experience with basic CPR techniques are
required. The trainee should be able to monitor vital signs and
to recognize signs of haemodynamic or respiratory deterioration
that may occur during the mapping and ablation procedures.
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Recognition, prevention, and management
of complications
Complications may occur unexpectedly during or after VT ablation
procedures, including cardiac tamponade, thromboemboli, and
electrical storm, and require prompt recognition and therapy.
The trainee must acquire extensive knowledge of the potential
complications, their presentations, and treatments.
Strategies, methods, and technology in current VT
ablation procedures, including the use of state
of the art imaging techniques
Understanding of the different systems for imaging, mapping, and
ablation (see the Technology section) is required to select
among them and to plan and implement their appropriate use
according to the anticipated type of heart disease and VT. Knowledge regarding the risks of radiation from fluoroscopic imaging, and
methods to limit radiation exposure according to the ALARA principles are required.457 Preferably, the trainee should follow a certification programme before starting the training (according to
local laws). Knowledge of the operational aspects of mapping
systems is required.
Performance of structured patient screening, selection,
treatment, and follow-up
For optimal patient treatment, the trainee must acquire knowledge
for implementing a structured screening, selection, treatment, and
follow-up programme. This should include knowledge of the evaluation required to assess the type and severity of heart disease and
associated diseases, and factors that increase the risk of ablation
procedures, including the use of cardiac diagnostic imaging techniques. Ventricular tachycardia ablation procedures should be performed in a structured manner that seeks to limit the risk of
complications and to achieve an optimal outcome. In order to
evaluate the results of the procedure, follow-up should also be
performed in a structured manner.
Technical skills and maintenance of experience
Ventricular tachycardia ablation procedure is a complex task
requiring significant technical skills. It should be performed as
part of an integrated treatment plan by physicians able to integrate
anatomic and electrophysiological data obtained from different
mapping and imaging systems.
An ongoing experience with the procedure is required to maintain competence and incorporate advances in knowledge as the
procedure evolves. Electrophysiologists and centres should be discouraged from performing VT ablation if they do not maintain a
significant experience with the technique. Furthermore, optimal
treatment of many VT patients requires involvement of multidisciplinary group that may also include interventionalists, cardiac or
thoracic surgeons, imaging specialists, and heart failure specialists.

Institutional requirements
A fully functional laboratory for ablation of VT includes a dedicated
work space, typically between 400 and 600 square feet, and often
an anteroom housing the programmed stimulator, recording
system, and dedicated mapping system. A positive pressure ventilation system with air exchange cycles meeting any mandated
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regulations for air exchange is a standard operating requirement
for many laboratories. Standard medical gases, accessible from an
outlet console, should include oxygen and compressed air (for a
ventilator), as well as a vacuum line for suction.
Laboratories should be equipped with single or biplane fluoroscopy system to facilitate mapping; these systems should have
capability for cinefluoroscopy and cineangiography. The latter is
particularly helpful for outlining the coronary ostia for VTs that
originate from the aortic cusps or for delineating the coronary
anatomy prior to epicardial ablation. The availability of digitalpulsed fluoroscopy at low pulse frequencies significantly reduces
radiation exposure, as does a flat panel detector and the presence
of exposure attenuation filters.458,459 Radiation scatter to the
operator may also be reduced by lead glass, lead curtains, wholebody shields, and the use of sterile disposable x-ray shields.460
All laboratories should be equipped with at least one, and preferably two biphasic DC defibrillators. In the event that one defibrillator fails, due to premature battery depletion or random
component failure, or that multiple rapid shocks are required,
immediate accessibility to a second defibrillator can be life-saving.
In many laboratories, one defibrillator is connected to the patient
via disposable defibrillation pads, whereas the other defibrillator
serves as a backup device.
A physiological recorder should be located adjacent to the
patient, for nursing or technician access, and have the capability
to monitor pulse oximetry, non-invasive, and intra-arterial blood
pressure, and to record one or more ECG channels.
A programmed stimulator should have a constant current
source, at least two and preferably four output channels and the
capability of synchronizing its output to the native or paced
rhythm. EP laboratory recording systems have evolved from
analog to digital storage media, with DVD or network storage
being the current preferred medium. Current digital recording
systems are capable of continuously recording a 12-lead ECG
simultaneously along with intracardiac electrograms from three
or more catheters ECG throughout the study. Availability of at
least 32 recording channels is desirable.
Display monitors for real-time intracardiac and ECG recordings,
and for review purposes are essential requirements. Some laboratories may also prefer monitors for additional display of electroanatomical maps and intracardiac echocardiographic images.
Each laboratory should have a dedicated RF generator unit that
is designed for catheter ablation. The capability for irrigated or
cooled-tip RF ablation is also desirable.
An EAM system should be available for mapping and ablation of
scar-related VTs.
Intracardiac echocardiography can be helpful in ablation of VT
by defining LV structures, such as papillary muscles and false
tendons, and monitoring in real-time, proximity to coronary
ostia when ablation is performed in the coronary cusps.
Personnel
Ventricular tachycardia ablation procedures are complex and
should be carried out with trained personnel, typically with
either two nurses or a nurse and a technician present throughout
the procedure.461 The credentialing requirements for personnel
depend on the institution’s specific requirements. At least one

person should be expert in monitoring sedation and administering
drugs. At least two people in attendance should be proficient in
assessing vital signs, using a DC defibrillator and performing CPR.
An anaesthesiologist or nurse anaesthetist should be available for
consultation or assistance if needed. Someone expert in operating
the mapping systems that are used should be present. The institution should have a biomedical engineering department responsible for the integrity and maintenance of the equipment and
available for troubleshooting.
A physician to perform coronary angiography to delineate coronary anatomy for epicardial and aortic sinus ablation procedures,
and to insert an intraaortic balloon pump if the need arises, should
be available. A cardiac or thoracic surgeon should be available in
the event that sternotomy with cardiopulmonary bypass is
required.

IX. Clinical trial considerations
Needs
Whereas several large randomized multicentre trials for ICD
therapy assessing mortality have been performed, most knowledge
of catheter ablation outcomes derives from single-centre studies.
In most cases, these studies reflect the experience of large academic centres, the outcomes of which may or may not be replicated by smaller centres. The inherent design of such studies
leave many questions unanswered. This section will address clinical
trial considerations for the population of patients with scar-related
VT/VF. The members of this task force feel that studies in idiopathic VT are difficult to conduct, since ablation of idiopathic VT
is well established as a standard therapy for many VTs.454 Furthermore, idiopathic VTs are relatively benign and comparative trials
on morbidity or mortality would require large patient numbers.
At present, very limited data establishing the long-term impact
of catheter ablation of VT/VF on major morbidity and mortality
are available. There are no randomized multicentre trials with
mortality as the primary endpoint comparing catheter ablation
with either best medical antiarrhythmic or ICD treatment. There
are many questions that are left unanswered by the present data
for ablation of VT in structural heart disease. Some of the major
questions include:
† What is the long-term efficacy of catheter ablation?
† What are the comparative success rates of various drug and
ablative therapies?
† What are the outcomes of different ablation strategies such as
ablation at critical isthmuses vs. ablation at exit sites and other
targets?
† Should ablation target the epicardium first in some patients and
can these patients be identified?
† What is the impact of ablation on ventricular size, morphology,
and function? Can ablation of VT slow or improve ventricular
remodelling?
† Does the benefit of VT ablation vary for patients with different
underlying cardiac and non-cardiac diseases?
† Does ablation improve long-term morbidity and mortality?
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† Can ablation eliminate the need for an ICD? If so, in which
patients? For different diseases and severity of disease, what
density or frequency of VT warrants ablation? Are there patients
who should receive prophylactic VT ablation after ICD implantation, before recurrence of VT?
† Is ablative cost-effective relative to other arrhythmia therapies?
† What are the safety and efficacy outcomes of other ablation
technologies such as intracoronary alcohol injection, cryoablation, ultrasound, and laser energy?

Investigational studies: current and future
These unresolved issues provide a strong incentive to conduct
clinical trials specifically designed to answer critical questions.
These include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

sufficiently powered, randomized mortality studies;
multicentre outcome trials;
industry-sponsored device approval studies; and
carefully designed single and multicentre registry studies.

Mortality trials
Although large, multicentre randomized clinical trials are expensive
and require years for completion, they are required to determine
the impact of therapy on mortality and other long-term outcomes.
A randomized trial design is most likely to provide an unbiased
understanding of the outcomes of ablative intervention and to
provide information that can be extrapolated to the largest possible number of patients. These studies are appropriately held to
a higher clinical trial standard or burden of proof and should
require the comparison of ablative therapy against ICD therapy,
which has been shown to be superior to the best available drug
therapy. Because ICDs have not been demonstrated to reduce
mortality in patients with SMVT and LVEF .0.35, we believe
that a trial of catheter ablation vs. ICD in this patient population
should be considered. At publication, however, no such studies
have been conducted.
Multicentre outcomes trials
The disadvantage of mortality studies is the accompanying cost and
length of time required for completion. Knowledge will be more
immediately advanced by smaller multicentre trials that can
provide answers to specific questions more quickly. These trials
have often been performed to support the applications of new
catheter designs for clinical use. These trials could be used to
compare outcomes, including quality of life, for different diseases,
different ablation strategies, and according to the frequency of
VT episodes. If conducted in consortium research groups, these
trials could provide outcome data applicable to a wide range of
patients, without the limitations of single-centre studies. Particularly, since episodes of VT are known to have a negative impact
on quality of life and have been associated with markers of
sudden death, trials that evaluate the impact of ablation on the frequency of VT are clinically relevant.85 – 89
Industry-sponsored device approval studies
The number of prospective, randomized, clinical trials to evaluate
the safety and efficacy of VT ablation using investigational catheters
and systems as part of FDA and other regulatory agency approval
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processes is presently very limited. Compared with AF ablation,
the need for VT ablation, as perceived by industry, is considered
to be rather small; and there has been comparatively little technological innovation introduced in recent years. Studies conducted
for this purpose are often limited by short follow-up durations,
and restrictive inclusion and exclusion criteria. Such studies
could be substantially streamlined by the elimination of requisite
randomized comparisons with drug therapy. One of the major
problems of such trials is defining a meaningful endpoint, particularly if no control arm is included. A pre-specified reduction in
the number of VT episodes after is such a potential endpoint,
but requires definition of matched pre- and post-ablation time
intervals. A 75% reduction of VT episodes as has been reported
in post hoc analyses from some trials could be a clinically relevant
endpoint.170 Development of statistical methods to facilitate analysis of this type of data is of interest.
Furthermore, randomization against an accepted state of the art
ablation catheter may be sufficient for assessing efficacy and safety
in device approval studies. Sham procedures for control groups are
not recommended.
Ablation registry studies
The use of registries to collect ablation data should be encouraged.
Two former surveys of catheter ablation including patients with VT
have provided insight into ablation outcomes outside of the largest
academic centres. In this regard, the registry format discloses outcomes of ablation therapy as it is actually performed in practice.
Importantly, registries can be sufficiently large to provide efficacy
and safety information in subgroups of rare diseases that cause
VT, such as ARVD, and more common diseases that infrequently
cause VT, such as hypertrophic cardiomyopathy or valvular heart
disease. Registries can also clarify the frequency and nature of
uncommon complications.
Standards for reporting outcomes in clinical trials
A clear understanding of the safety and efficacy of VT ablation is
impeded by the highly variable definitions and endpoints used in
the reports of single-centre clinical experience. There are substantial differences in treatment modalities, endpoints of acute and
long-term success, follow-up, redo and cross-over treatments,
and accounting of adverse events. To allow comparisons
between ablation technologies and/or techniques, standards for
data reporting should be defined and followed. Furthermore, a
standard for the minimum data required for all VT ablation
reports should be defined. Minimum data reported should
include the procedural outcome and clinical outcome. Standardized reporting of these data will facilitate comparisons of outcomes for different patient groups and centres. For example, the
immediate procedural outcome is often variably reported as inducibility or absence of inducibility of the clinical VT or any VT. Even
if this information can be interpreted, variations in stimulation protocols (including the number of extrastimuli, pacing sites, and use
of isoproterenol) among centres limit comparisons between different centres and reports.
Assessment of efficacy based on symptoms reported by the
patient is limited as with all other arrhythmias. Standardization of
follow-up is facilitated by the presence of ICDs in most patients
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with heart disease; however, follow-up times reported in different
studies range from 6 months to 2.5 years. Furthermore, consideration needs to be given to the capacity for data storage in ICDs,
which is limited and differs among devices. Full electrogram documentation may be retrievable for some events, but for others,
details may be erased or not recorded, such that only the time,
VT rate, and therapy can be obtained. A protocol should be in
place for analysis of arrhythmia recurrences in the event of ICD
storage overload.
The definition of a successful outcome also has varied, with
some studies requiring freedom from the clinical VT, from a
slow VT or from any VT in the absence of antiarrhythmic drug
therapy, whereas other studies require freedom from VT or a
reduction in VT/VF burden independent of drug therapy. Most
commonly, freedom from VT at any particular time point has
been analysed from time to first recurrence using life-table
methods, which does not provide an assessment of a change in frequency of VT that may be clinically relevant.
To address these problems, this Task Force proposes minimum
reporting standards for conveying the results of catheter ablation
for VT (Table 3). Several of these recommendations require
elaboration.
Although it is recognized that the endpoints of a particular study
have to be developed according to the design and purpose of the

study, consistent monitoring techniques should be employed. It is critical that an indication of compliance with monitoring requirements be
reported in published studies. The Task Force acknowledges that
monitoring tools are a work in progress and may not be uniformly
available or practical for all patients. The suggested monitoring techniques represent a target standard for evaluating procedural efficacy:
The Task Force believes that reporting all categories of outcomes
allows the readers to determine the relevant outcome for themselves
and may provide important insights into the role of VT ablation in the
management of patients with VT/VF. However, the gold standard for
assessing the efficacy of new techniques and technology should remain
freedom from VT/VF of .30 s duration in the absence of all antiarrhythmic drugs (excluding b-blocking agents).
Although Kaplan –Meier analyses are commonly used to report
outcomes of VT ablation, particularly in randomized clinical trials,
this methodology may underestimate the true effectiveness of
VT ablation. This underestimation results from the fact that isolated recurrences of VT following catheter ablation are commonly
observed. The members of this task force accept the notion that
patients with these types of sporadic recurrences may achieve
excellent long-term control and clinical benefit, despite rare recurrences. Because this pattern of benefit will be obscured by a
Kaplan –Meier analysis, it is recommended that other alternative
and/or secondary endpoints be reported in clinical trials. We

Table 3 Standards for reporting results of catheter ablation for VT

(1) Baseline clinical characteristics
(A) Characteristics of spontaneous arrhythmias
1. Duration over which episodes of VT/VF have occurred
–The number of episodes within the preceding year; or other defined interval
–Specify whether VT frequency is determined from an implanted device.
2. The type of VT as monomorphic, polymorphic, sustained, stable or unstable, and method(s) of termination.
3. Indication of whether patients have previously failed pharmacological therapy due to VT recurrences or inability to tolerate drug therapy
(B) The type and severity of underlying heart disease including right and left ventricular function, presence of coronary artery disease
(C) Significant comorbidities that may influence mortality including
–Hypertension
–Diabetes mellitus
–Atrial fibrillation
–Heart failure
–Renal insufficiency
–Peripheral arterial occlusive disease
–Prior stroke
(D) Use of medications that are known to influence outcomes including:
–Antiarrhythmic medications
–Beta-adrenergic blocking agents
–Other therapies for heart failure or ventricular dysfunction (e.g. angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, aldosterone antagonists).
(2) Mapping and ablation
(A) The protocol for initiation of VT should be described in detail
–Sites of stimulation
–Basic drive cycle lengths (with or without sinus rhythm)
–Maximum number of extrastimuli

Continued
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Table 3 Continued
–Use of isoproterenol
–In general, stimulation should include two RV sites with at least three extrastimuli.
(B) The mapping criteria for the identification of the ablation target
(C) The method of ablation
–Type of catheter
–Energy source, power, and duration of energy application
(D) The results of the stimulation protocol repeated after ablation
–The stimulation protocol should be the same as before ablation and completed if no VT is induced
–The reason for limited testing should be stated if no or limited stimulation is performed.
(3) Detection and reporting of VT recurrences.
(A) Recurrences for patients with an ICD.
1. ICD interrogation should be obtained, whenever symptoms suggest an ICD therapy or at intervals sufficiently frequent to avoid ICD storage
overload, and in the event of death.
2. Because ICD data storage can be limited, recurrences should be categorized as follows
(a) VT/VF episodes with all diagnostic information, including EGMs
(b) VT/VF episodes with diagnostic information, but without EGMs.
(c) VT/VF episodes with unspecific diagnostic information
(B) Recurrences for patients without ICDs
1. Assessment for symptomatic VT recurrences requires ECG documentation (12-lead ECG or ambulatory monitor recordings)
2. A search for asymptomatic slow VT at 6 months intervals using one of the following
(a) Trans-telephonic monitoring for 4 weeks around the follow-up interval, including symptom-triggered recording with a minimum of weekly
transmissions to detect asymptomatic events.
(b) 24–72 h Holter monitoring.
(c) Thirty-day auto-triggered event monitoring or ambulatory telemetry.
(4) Follow-up and efficacy endpoints
(A) A minimum follow-up duration of 6 –12 months is required for an assessment of recurrent VT.
(B) A minimum follow-up duration of 1 year is required for assessment of mortality.
(C) VT recurrence is defined as any episode of VT of at least 30 s duration or that requires ICD intervention.
(D) Reporting of the following measures of efficacy is required
1. Spontaneous recurrence of any sustained VT
2. Freedom from VT in the absence of antiarrhythmic drug therapy.
– for this endpoint the follow-up period should begin five half lives after the drug has been stopped or at least 3 months after stopping
amiodarone.
3. Death
(E) Other outcomes that should be reported if possible
1. Number of VT recurrences during the follow-up period
2. Recurrence of monomorphic VT as opposed to ventricular fibrillation or polymorphic VT
3. Freedom from VT with previously ineffective antiarrhythmic therapy.
4. Improvement in VT frequency. A .75% decrease in the frequency of VT for a 6-month monitoring period before and after ablation is a
reasonable measure of favourable clinical impact that has been used in previous multicenter trials.105,160
5. Quality of life as measured by accepted standardized tools
6. Cost-effectiveness
(5) Complications
(A) All studies should include a complete reporting of major complications.
(B) Major complications are defined as those resulting in permanent injury or death, or that require intervention for treatment, or that prolong or
require hospitalization.

therefore propose that clinical trials also report VT/VF at various
points following ablation. It is essential that the method used for
monitoring in the treatment and control arms be reported as
part of this type of analysis.

Well-designed clinical trials will continue to provide a solid evidence base upon which to formulate practice guidelines in the
future. The above reporting standards will lead to sufficient comparability to facilitate that goal.
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A comment regarding the funding of clinical trials is consistent
with the overarching goals of this VT Ablation Consensus document. Although the value of programmes ensuring funding of
basic investigation in cardiac electrophysiology is central to understanding arrhythmogenesis, funding of translational and clinical
studies provides the critical means of extending and applying that
information to patient care. Industry, third party payers, and government agencies should be strongly encouraged to provide the
financial support needed to conduct these trials. The academic
community should solidly support the paradigm of partnerships
between these groups and private foundations, and clinicians
should extend their patient advocacy to the level of these agencies
and organizations to lobby for the necessary support for funding
meritorious trials. More than passive support is required, active
intervention from the basic laboratory to the clinic and from industry to insurance companies is needed.

regulatory bodies who are involved in the care of patients with
VTs. Areas for which a consensus can be reached concerning
VT ablation are identified. Nevertheless, it is important to note
that when we use the term ‘consensus’ in this document, this
indicates that .70% of the members were in agreement, and
complete agreement was not always present. It is important to
recognize that the selection of catheter ablation for the
treatment of an individual patient must be made by the physician
and patient with consideration of all the particular co-morbidities
and circumstances relevant to that patient. This document
summarizes information to assist healthcare providers in caring
for patients with VT. Finally, it is recognized that this field
continues to evolve and that this document will need to be
updated.

Appendix
X. Conclusions
Catheter ablation of VTs is increasingly performed. This document provides an up-to-date review of the indications, techniques, and outcomes. This statement summarizes the opinion
of the task force members based on their analysis of the literature, as well as on their own experience in treating patients,
and is directed to all healthcare professionals, healthcare institutions, manufacturers, and governmental, reimbursement, and
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